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Abstract
The pyrolysis of ethane is a complex reaction
involving six individual reactions in a reactant mixture of
thirteen components. It is further complicated by the
deposition of carbon along the reactor walls. The carbon
buildup eventually necessitates reactor shutdown. During the
intermediate stages the reactor experiences a gradual increase
in inlet pressure which affects the reaction conditions.
Optimum temperature profiles exist because the yield goes up
with increasing temperature, but, consequently, the reactor
must be shut down and cleaned out with increasing frequency.
The combined effect causes the yearly production of ethylene
to go through an optimum.
To find this optimum a computer program was developed
with the ability of handling 25 simultaneous reactions
involving up to 25 components. It calculates the carbon
deposition profile and the changing pressure profiles, as a
function of a predetermined reaction gas temperature profile.
The reactor will remain in production until the inlet pressure
exceeds eight atmospheres. The average yearly production
rate is calculated, assessing a reactor shut down penalty of
24 and 48 hours required for the cleaning of the clogged
pyrolysis tubes.
The optimum exit temperature for the 24 hour penalty
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was 1127 °K with a corresponding 57% one pass ethane conversion.
The 48 hour penalty lowers the optimum exit temperature to
1124 °K and a 50.5% ethane conversion.
The practice of increasing pressure to compensate for
carbon buildup results in accelerated carbon deposition and
is detrimental to overall production scheme.
The program given here is immediately applicable to
any plug flow system, the only additional requirement being
the physical and thermodynamic constants for the additional
components. The program could, for example, be used to
calculate the production of acetylene.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optimization of Ethylene Production
To perform an optimization one needs some sort of plant
description to form an objective function such as production
rate or profit margin which must be optimized in terms of the
independent variables.
Historically, plant data were used in deriving mathematical models by regression analysis. Some plants had even been
deliberately disturbed in order to obtain enough data to
determine the independent variables into which the plant was
being fitted.

(47)

This method has many drawbacks such as noise in the plant
data causing unreliability in the readings and a limited range
of conditions under which the data is collected. Conditions
outside of the range of those specifically studied must be
calculated by the relatively unreliable method of extrapolation.
An alternative method is to simulate the plant based on
the physical and chemical conditions. This simulated model
can then be perturbed to determine the effect on the function
to be optimized.
In this study, the objective function will be the yearly
production rate of ethylene. The temperature profile in the
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reactor will be the independent variable.
In order to describe plant conditions as thoroughly
and accurately as possible, a model should consider the
entire plant, including recycle streams, separators and
peripheral equipment as well as the reactor. This is not the
intent of this study.
It was decided that the optimization of production rate
would be most meaningful and would give optimum conditions
close to the optimum based on an overall profit objective
function.
Pyrolysis of Ethane Process
Ethylene is a basic raw material used in the manufacture
of polyethylene and polyethylene copolymers. Plant sizes
range between 50 to 250 million pounds per year. The pyrolysis
of ethane is very economically profitable because the raw
material, ethane, would have a minimum value as a fuel gas.
Ethylene is produced by cracking of feed stock in furnaces at
temperatures up to 1250 °K.
Almost all larger refineries have several furnaces which
operate with different feed stocks, notably various proportions
of ethane, propane and butane. The reactor pressure and
temperature profiles and feed rates are also varied. The products from these different streams are generally combined into
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one stream after quenching to stop the production of unwanted
byproducts.
The program PYRO is able to handle each set of feed
stocks independently and perform separate optimizations for
each furnace. In this study, only the case of pure ethane
and steam as feed was considered. The program is also capable
of optimizing the production of acetylene by an increase in
the residence time. The program is capable of handling any
gas or gas solid phase system of reactions. PYRO calculates
the changing concentration and pressure profiles as functions
of an induced temperature profile.
Carbon Deposition
Carbon is one of the byproducts of the pyrolysis reactions.
Carbon is deposited on the wall of the reactor and results in
a continuously changing reactor radius. The changing radius
results in a change in the inlet pressure because the outlet
pressure is maintained at about 2 atmospheres. Eventually the
inlet pressure reaches a value which is too high to keep the
system operating. When this occurs, the reactor must be
shut down for cleaning.
The yearly production rate of ethylene is defined as the
total amount of ethylene produced in a year. The yearly
production rate is affected by both the yield of ethylene from
ethane and the percent of the time the reactor is in production.
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An increase in yield causes an increase in the yearly production rate. An increase in the frequency of reactor shutdown causes a drop in the yearly production rate.
An increase in reactor outlet temperature increases both
the yield of ethylene and the rate of carbon deposition,
hence causing an increase in the frequency of reactor shutdown. Due to these combined effects, the yearly production
rate of ethylene will go through an optimum. The yearly production rate will first increase because the increase in
yield is the dominant effect. However, the frequency of
reactor shutdown first starts to slow down the increase in
production rate and then reverses the upward trend. The
temperature at which the reversal takes place represents the
outlet temperature which will optimize the yearly production
rate.
Under extreme conditions, the reactor may be shut down
every 40 hours for a 24 - 48 hour cleaning. Under the mildest
conditions, the reactor could continue to operate for years
between shutdowns with a yield of only 8% ethylene from ethane.
The optimum is also shifted toward the lower end of the
temperature range due to the formation of byproducts.
Chemistry of Pyrolysis
The chief products from thermal cracking furnaces vary
from feed to feed. For the feed considered in this study,

the chief products were ethane, ethylene, acetylene, methane,
hydrogen and coke. Small amounts of aromatics were also
formed. As an approximation these were defined to have the
properties of C4's and C6's alpha olefins.
The six equations considered in this study were: (48)
Order Forward
C 2H6 → C 2H4 + H2

Order Reverse

1

1-1

(1)

1

1-1

(2)

C 2 H4 → C H + H
2 2
2

1

1-1

(3)

2C2H2 → 2C + H2

2

1-1

(4)

2C H → C4H4 (i.e.) C4's
2 2

1

1

(5)

1-0

1-1

(6)

C2H6 → CH4 + 1/2C2H4

C + →H2 CO + H 2
O

The temperature profiles were estimated from the published
temperature profiles for pyrolysis furnaces.

(47)

Other

profiles were then produced in such a way that the initial
temperature remained the same and the increase in temperature
along the reactor length was paralleled to the original profile
plus an increment proportional to the difference between the
final outlet temperature and the distance along the reactor
length. In this study, only these temperature profiles were
imposed upon the system to determine the optimum.

Figure 1

Temperature Profiles Used in the Optimization of Ethylene Reactor
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
Use of Computers in Pyrolysis
Shah (46) wrote a computer program to calculate the
composition profiles throughout a purolysis furnace.
Simultaneous mass and energy balances were used with a
forced parabolic pressure profile. The kinetic data
were corrected by obtaining data from two furnaces, one
cracking ethane and the second cracking primarily propane.
The Arrhenius constants were adjusted to make the model agree
with the data from the furnaces.
Shah then varied a number of parameters in order to
determine their effect of yield. The following was observed:
1.

"Increase in the inlet pressure led to

increased decomposition of ethane; however the
percent of ethane yielding ethylene decreased
owing to the increase in the rate of side
reactions relative to the conversion rate of
ethane to ethylene."
2.

The increase in pressure necessary to overcome

the pressure drop caused by carbon deposition
increased the rate of carbon deposition.
3. As the steam to feed ratio was increased two fold
there was a slight increase in ethane decomposition and
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ethylene yield. The steam also suppressed the formation
of coke and polymerization reactions. The coke had a
detrimental effect on the heat transfer through the
reactor wall and required additional hat input to maintain
the same temperature profile.
4.

As the feed rate was increased the percent yield

of ethylene dropped off, however the total production rate
increased (i.e. the selectivity factor increased). This
increase was the result of suppression of side reactions
because there was a decrease in gas residence time in the
tube with increased feed rate.
5.

Feed temperature had little effect on the overall yield,

even at a temperature 300 °K higher than those first used.
This was due to the fact that the initial position of the
reactor was used as a preheater and little reaction occurred.
6.

The reduction in the overall heat transfer due to

carbon buildup decreased ethylene yield by 3%.
7.

Reactor temperature profile had a drastic effect on

ethane decomposition. However, the higher temperatures
were found to reduce ethylene yield due to increase in
side reaction.
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A second study by Shah

(47)

showed that it was possible

to reduce a complex model to a more simple one. Shah stated
that this simplification was necessary despite the advent of
third generation high speed computers because of the large
number of individual calculations required in the more complex
model. The simplified model had the dis- advantage that it
could not be extrapolated outside of the range of values in
which it was derived. This handicap was overcome by using
operating data close to the optimum conditions. This method
had the further disadvantage that it could not be used with
accuracy to predict models with different parameters.
Katz discussed the use of computers in engineering
education in a study done at the University of Michigan

(40)

comparing the efficiency of using finite differential
techniques to using Runge-Kuta integral procedures. It was
found that reactor length increments 10 to 50 times larger
could be used without appreciable loss of accuracy. This
enabled a considerable saving in computer time.
Andrews and Pollock

(2)

used stoichiometric and kinetic

data from laboratory data to express the relationship between
the main and side reactions in the cracking of butane, propane
and ethane feedstock. They used rate expressions which
performed a step change at 75% decomposition of the butane.
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Andrews and Pollock's computer program took into account
the overall rate of reaction coupled with pressure drop and
heat transfer calculations.
Andrews and Pollock reported:
" ... composition, temperature, pressure and enthalpy
of the gas and skin temperature of the tube are
determined for each tube. Average Datatron (computer)
time for calculating each tube was less than 2 minutes.
This speed makes it possible to investigate and
select the tube diameter, length, and number of tubes
needed to meet specifications for a given furnace
design."
Andrews suggested that for a given furnace design,
variation of feed stocks, heat flux pressure, temperature,
steam rate and feed rate were readily predictable.
Myers and Watson

(36)

analyzed data from the literature

for the pyrolysis of propane and developed rate equations for
ten reactions which contributed significantly in determining
the rate and product distribution. The results were in
satisfactory agreement with data found in the literature.
Myers and Watson used simple stoichiometric equations but
with an apparent order of reactions which was empirically
evaluated from the effect of pressure on rate.
Myers and Watson reported:
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"When using such apparent order of reactions to
represent the net results of series or chains of
reactions it must be carefully recognized that the
treatment is empirical and cannot serve as a
reliable basis for extended extrapolation."
Rosier and Watson (42) reported that absolute reaction
rate measurements, particularly at high temperatures, were
notoriously inconsistent and unreliable largely due to the
difficulty of accurately determining the true effective
temperature or reactor volume.
Schneider and Frolich (45) did work on the products from
propane which was perhaps the most extensively reported in
literature. But no report on kinetics was included, nor
was there sufficient data from which absolute rates could be
calculated.
Frey and Hepp

(18}

noted in a review of the literature

that no data was available which included both detailed
product distribution coupled with data necessary to obtain
the required absolute reaction rate.
Burk, Laskowski and Lankelma

(11) treated the decomposi-

tion of pseudo first order reactions and reported the rate
in the form (-r )=KC and used pseudo Arrhenius rate constants
a
a
K c =Ae-E/RT where
r

a

= rate of decomposition of reactant A moles/

12
(volume) (time)
K

c

= reaction velocity constant in
units 1/time

C

a = concentration of A(moles/volume)

E = apparent energy of activation, calores/gram mole
A = apparent frequency factor,
1/time
Burk et al reported that in spite of the widely varying
values of E which are reported in the literature, an average
value of 63,000 calories/gram mole is in good agreement with
reliable data for all normal paraffins.
(61)

Towell and Martin

developed a rigorous method to

account for non-uniform temperature distribution in the
analysis of kinetic data.
Bonner and Honeycutt (8) described the versatile role
that the digital computer can play in both on line and off
line applications.
Lindsay and Wulzen

(32)

described the role of the digital

computer in off line calculations of product yield and
optimization techniques.
Feigin et al

(17)

used the computer to solve for optimum

design. Feigin developed a set of equations with different
parameters which the computer adjusted to find optimum
operating conditions in a coil tube furnace.
Lindahl (31) used a computer program to calculate unit
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operations in a refinery gas recovery process. The results
were optimized in terms of equipment efficiency and process
variables. The economics of the process operations and
equipment changes were reviewed.
Tayyabklan

(59)

described the use of an on line computer

which controlled the values of the pyrolysis stream directly.
The computer had also been programmed to obtain operational
data of all sorts from the plant and produce reports for
various levels of management.
Noguchi et al

(37)

described a system for optimum

control of a refinery. A linear program was discussed in the
designing stage as well as the operational phase of a large
refinery.
Chemistry of Pyrolysis
Kevorkian (24) gave a complete review of the chemistry
of light hydrocarbons at high temperature pyrolysis conditions.
Amano and Uchiyama

(1)

proposed a mechanism for the

formation of propylene which predicted two different reactant
zones. At lower temperatures and high propylene concentration
the reaction was characterized by the formation of higher
boiling materials (polymers) and it obeyed the (3/2) order rate
law. At high temperatures and lower pressures the formation
of the allene became important and the reaction obeyed first
order kinetics. Consistent results were obtained for the
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proposed mechanism when existing data was analyzed for both
product distribution and reaction rate.
Reaction Rate
Swinbourne

(56)

developed an extrapolation procedure for

obtaining rate constants and final concentrations of the first
order reaction. The method was applied to the pyrolysis of
cyclohexyl chloride and cyclopentyl chloride and the rate
constants from the pressure time data were calculated. The
method was both versatile and time saving and was applicable
to other pyrolysis reactions.
Szepesy, Simon and Simon(57) developed a method to
determine the composition of the product stream from a
pyrolysis reaction. This method involved the use of gas
chromatography and was able to detect N 2, CH
C 2H2,
H
4'
C 2 6,
C 3H8 , C H
The use of this "fast" analytical method when
4 10'
coupled with the integral rate determination of Otowell should
be helpful in determination of plant kinetic data.
Equilibrium Data
Lavrov and Bakilstskii (26) determined the composition
of the equilibrium mixture obtained in the pyrolysis of
hydrocarbons in the presence of oxygen and water. This was
accomplished by solving the simultaneous equations arising
from each individual reaction taking place in the system.
The equilibrium coefficient for any compound was characteristic
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of the compound at the given temperature and pressure and was
a constant for all reactions. The equilibrium constant K and
the partial pressure can then be calculated from the known
value of the equilibrium coefficient.
Heat of Reaction
Stepanov and Stepanova

(53)

showed how to use total

enthalpy of mixture temperature diagrams in determining the
amount of heat required during any stage of pyrolysis. It
was possible to calculate quickly and show up any errors and
inconsistencies in the calculations. The charts were directly applicable to the ethane and propane pyrolysis.
Heat Transfer
Butovski et al

(12)

gave mathematical equations for

heat radiation exchange between coil and furnace based on
the Stefan-Boltzman Law.
Stepanov

(52)

determined the effect of the decomposition

of (C1-5 and H2) on
on the heat transfer coefficient. With
studies of the Reynolds number about 50 - 500 experimental
results were approximated within 20% by the equation
Nu = 0.77 Re.2 Pr.4 Gr .1(7)
wherNuist elnumbr
Re is the Reynolds number
Pr is the Prandel number
Gr is the modified Grashoff number
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Carbon Deposition
Palmer

(39)

reviewed the literature and cited references

relative to the kinetics and mechanism of carbon deposition
during gaseous pyrolysis.
Tamai et al(58)made a study to clarify the phenomenon
of the decomposition of carbon on the reactor wall in the
thereto decomposition of hydrocarbons. The effect of the wall
material on the decomposition of methane was as follows:
1.

Iron and nickel plates showed deposition of

carbon.
2.

Titanium, tungsten and silicon plates caused

carbonization of methane.
3. Gold, silver and copper plates showed a thin, nonclinging film similar to graphite.
The differences were attributed to the affinity of
carbon to the different materials of the plates.
Cahn et al

(13) obtained a U.S. patent describing a

decoking method for a pyrolysis tube. The tubes of the
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thermo cracking furnace were decoked by cutting out the flow
of hydrocarbon feed and passing steam in one of the tubes
at a time so as not to cmpletely shut down the furnace.
Steam entered at 700 °F (645°K) at a rate of 15 lb/sec/ft 2
(tube cross-sectional area). Cleaning took approximately
12 hours per tube and the procedure was carried out in the
next tube.
Esso Research and Engineering Company (15) obtained a
patent in which the claim was made that carbon would
be eliminated by passing free hydrocarbons (e.g. ethane),
through the cracking tube. The sulfur content was less
than 20 p.p.m. Outlet temperature was 1037 0K at a
velocity of approximately 1000 ft/sec. The carbon
was removed by the mechanical action of the high velocity
gas.
Buckley et al (9) described a vertical concentric tubular
rector in which the outer annular section communicates with
the central tubular section at the upper end. The reactants
were fed together at the lower end of the annular section and
were preheated while they flowed up, then reacted in the
center tubular section and left at the lower end. Carbon
deposition on the walls of the center was avoided by
keeping the wall temperature below the point at which the wall.
metal displays catalysis activity leading to carbon deposition.
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This was achieved by maintaining higher gas velocities in the
annular preheating section so that the gas to outer wall heat
transfer coefficient is lower than the inner wall to gas
coefficient maintaining the wall temperature close to gas
temperature.
Oliver

(37)

described a method to clean a pyrolysis tube

being fed liquid hydrocarbon feed. By switching to ethane feed
every 100 hours and feeding ethane for 1/2 to 5 hours the pressure drop in the reactor was brought back to normal. This
allowed a reactor shut down time to be increased by a factor
of six resulting in a greatly increased production rate. To
explanation of the phenomenon WS offered, although it was
most probably due to the mechanical action of a high speed
ethane flow.
Tucker (62) described a conical design which minimized
coke formation. This served as a purge which kept the tubes
clean.
Heicklen et al (20) assumed that the pyrolysis of gas
gave an active species (C) that could be added to carbon
particles (Cn ).

The particle size distribution was a function of pressure and
temperature. At high pressures and temperatures the particle
size was smaller. The maximum deposition rate of carbon was
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achieved soon after reactor start up. At lower pressures
and temperatures the maximum rate of deposition occurred
after more time had elapsed. The particle size also
increased. Carbon deposition was assumed to be linear with
the rate of production of (C).
Furnace Construction
Hennig (24) described a vertical furnace which was
packed with inert heat exchange solids which were heated to
form a hot zone which occupied only a fraction of the total
height. When the hot zone was near the bottom, reactants
were admitted from the bottom and the hot zone moved up by
the heating effect of the reacting mixture. Flow was reversed
when the zone reached the top of the furnace and the cycle
was repeated. This furnace was successful in eliminating
the pre-heat section of the pyrolysis reactor.
(44)
Rosendahl
discussed the formation of acetylene by
the incomplete combustion of methane. Combustion was carried
out in an electric arc.
Stepanov et al(54) designed a high pressure reactor
consisting of a cylindrical vessel with internal coil as the
component in a new pyrolysis process. The reactor used a
contact time of .1 to .3 seconds, a pressure of 5. atmospheres
and a temperature of 900° C and an outlet temperature on the
wall of 1180° C with an outlet pressure of 1.2 atmospheres.
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The outlet gas was immediately fed through a series of
compressors with interstage brine cooler to bring the
mixture to -10°C and 40 atmospheres. A yield of 39.7% ethylene was obtained along with .96 mole percent acetylene.
(14)
Chukanov et al received
a patent for an improvement
of heat transfer in a pyrolysis furnace. The heat was applied
via induction currents such as high frequency electric currents. In order to achieve uniform heating of the gas as well
as to increase the yield of product, the decomposition was
carried out on a fixed attachment made of refractory metal or
coke. To decrease radiation losses and improve heat accumulation the reactor was shielded from its immediate environment.
(34)
Mamedov et al received a patent describing a furance
consisting of a combustion chamber mounted along with a
recirculator of the fuel gases and equipment for heating and
cracking of hydrocarbons. The continuous circular tubes
connected in parallel were placed in jackets lined with fine
grained, heat conducting and heat resistant packing and
equipped with ribbed heating fins. This system enabled
more convenient removal of tubes for decoking.
(50)
Smolen et. aldescribed the USE of heavy oils to
heat reactors where the C 3 /C 2≥0.7. Temperautre up to
1127°K can be achieved. It was recommended for C 3 /C 2 ≤0.6
that only horizontal fire heated reactors be used.
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Supersonic Oxidative
s
Pyrolysi
Vasil'ev et al

(64)

carried out the oxidative pyrolysis

of hydrocarbons by introducting the hydrocarbons preheated
to 500-600 ° C into oxygen at supersonic rates so that the 0

2

was unifromly distributed in the resulting mixture and no
zones of extremely high temperature existed in the steel
reactor lined with fire brick. Under laboratory conditions
they obtained a yield of 58% ethylene from ethane. Propane
yielded 57% ethylene and 14% propene. Butane gave 34%
ethylene and 16% propene. Gasoline was also successfully
pyrolyzed. The yield for butane and gasoline was 50% better
than those obtained by conventional cracking.
Carbon black and coke were not produced and losses due
to the formation of CO

2

and H2 O amounted to only 1%.

Sub-Sonic Oxidative Pyrolysis
(63)
also carried out a study in a
Vasil'ev et al
full scale plant for three months comparing the thermo
pyrolysis with thermo oxidative pyrolysis. The following
table compared the results from the two runs:
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Conditions

Thermo Cracking

Oxidative Cracking,

exit temperature

1093°C

1053°C

Butane in Kg/Hr

4071

4800

720

390

Steam in Kg/Hr
0
N

in Kg/Hr

987

2 in Kg/Hr

53

2

Overall Yield of
Pyrolysis Gas

88.9/p

107.3/a

22.5%

29.0%

25.5%

34.07.

C H
3 6

15.1%

13.4%

Tars

16.1%

8.5%

855,000

415,000

3,340,000

1,240,200

CH
C

4

2H4

Heat Load K Cal
M Ton Feed
Heat Load K Cal
M Ton C H
2 4

The oxidative cracking was free of soot and coke formation and its efficiency based on C 2H4 output was stated to
be 2.0 to 2.5 times greater than that of the thermal cracking.
Pyrolysis of Heavy Feed Stock
Walker

(65)

described the history and problems encountered
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in pyrolysis of a wide boiling mixture of naptha and gas oil.
The system was originally designed for the production of
ethylene and propane but has a total of 31 products including
higher olefins, diolefins and higher aromatics. The reactor
system includes 71 chemical species. To help solve the
optimization which lies in the maximization of aromatics, two
computer programs were used. One program solved a material
balance and a linear program solving for 406 variables
and constraints. The other was an extensive computer
installation which had been successful in data logging,
alarming, stream integration and in control functions but
was not used in closed loop optimization or furnace control.
Tmenov et al (60) ran experiments with a paraffin
boiling at 250-350 °C. The reactor charge was between 3.5
2
Kg/cm /hr. with contact time of 0.1 to 0.5 seconds and using
25 weight percent steam.
The results are illustrated in the following table:
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Weight. Percent Product
1098°K
927 °K
Liquid Products

60.7

27.2

Light Oils

18.8

13.5*

1.5

Coke

7.5

C2H4-

31.5

16.5
C3H6

7.0

11.5

2.5

16.8

39.1

C H
4
CH

4

+ H

2

Tmenov also shows the dependency of unsaturated
hydrocarbons and aromatics on temperature and reactor
charge.

* The aromatic content increased with increasing temperature.
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Chapter 3
Theory
The computer program developed is capable of handling
a maximum of twenty five reactions incorporating up to
twenty aye components. It would therefore be appropriate
to discuss the theory incorporated in the program before the
handling of the particular topic of this thesis.
Pyrolysis of Ethane
The generalized computer program was adapted to the
pyrolysis of ethane. The reactions considered were:
Order Forward Order Reverse
C 2H6 → C2H4

+ H2

1

1-1

(1)

C 2H6 → CH4 + 1/2C 2H41

1-1

(2)

C 2H

1

1-1

(3)

C 2 H 2 → 2C + H 2

2

1-1

(4)

2C 2H2 → C4's

1

1

(5)

1-0

1-1

(6)

H
4 → C 2 2 + H2

C + H 2O → CO + H 2

I Treatment of Initial Data
A. Heat Capacity Data
It is necessary to calculate the delta heat capacity for
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each reaction.' This quantity will be read in the calculation
of equilibrium constants as well as the overall heat balance.
ΔCP was calculated from the following relationship:

where ΔCP

J is the coefficient of the J th temperature term
in the Delta heat capacity equation for
the reaction Cal./g.mole/ °K.

P

is the number of products.

(CP I ) J is the coefficient of the Jth temperature term
of the I th component in the heat capacity
equation for the component (Cal./g. mole/ °K).
BI

is the stoichiometric coefficient of the I th
component.
R is the number of reactants.

In order to get the heat capacity data in the same form it
was necessary to curve fit heat capacity data

(43) (44)
to

a third, degree polynomial (See Appendix C).
The results of the curve fitting are as follows:

Table 1
Heat Capacity Data of Selected Components
Component

A
X 10°

B
X 10 2

C 5
X 10

D
9
X 10

Acetylene

5.867

1.957

-1.296

3.466

-1.901

9.930

-5.475

Iso-Butane

11.82

N-Butane

0.09114

9.218

-4.761

9.577

Iso-Butene

0.7098

8.209

-4.535

9.837

Ethane

0.9065

4.420

-4.864

2.856

Ethylene

0.9847

3.701

-1.945

4.042

Hydrogen

7.010

-0.05366

0.1006

-0.2453

Methane

4.010

1.493

-0.00173

-1.593

Propane

-1.083

7.314

-3.788

7.672

-2.838

5.510

Propene

0.7342

5.663

Water

7.718

0.01285

Carbon
Carbon
Monoxide

-1.356

1.447

6.863

-0.04085

Where
CP = A + BT + CT 2 + DT 3

0.3151
-1.101
0.2480

-1.150
3.028
-1.018

B. Heat of Reaction Data
It is necessary to calculate the Delta heat of reaction
for each reaction per mole of the first component of each
reaction. This is used in the overall heat balance. ΔHT
was calculated from the following relationship:

where ΔHT is the Delta heat of reaction (Cal/ g mole)
at 25 ° C.
ΔHI is the Delta heat of reaction of the Ith component
of the reaction (Cal/g mole) at 25° C.
To calculate the heat of reaction, the heat of formation
was required. Following are the values of heats of
formation. (22)
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Table II
Heat of Formation at 25 ° C
Component

Heat of Formation Call: mole X 10 -4

acetylene

5.4194

Iso-Butane

-3.1452

N-Butane

-2.9812

Iso-Butene
Ethane

0.0280
-2.0236

Ethylene

1.2496

Hydrogen

0.0

Methane

-1.7889

Propane

-2.482

Propene
Water

0.4879
-5.7797

Carbon
Carbon Monoxide

0.0
-2.6416

Using these data the heat of reaction is calculated for
each temperature using the data at 25°C and the heat
capacity data.
C. Entropy
It is necessary to calculate the delta entropy data
for each reaction. ΔST

is used in the calculation of the

equilibrium term for each reaction. AS T is calculated from
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the following relationship:

where ΔST is the Delta entropy for the reaction (Cal/g
mole °K) at 25°C
ΔSI is the entropy of the Ith component of the
reaction (Cal/g mole K) at 25°C
The following values were used:

Table III
Selected Values of Entropy
at 25°C (22)
Component

Entropy of Formation
Cal/g mole K

Acetylene

47.997

Iso-Butane

70.42

N-Butane

74.10

Iso Butene

72.48

Ethane

54.85

Etyhlene

52.45

Hydrogen

31.21

Methane

44.50

Propane

64.51

Propene

63.80

Water

45.106

Carbon
Carbon Monoxide

1.307
47.301

Entropy data were calculated by the program for each
temperature using the data at 25 ° C and heat capacities.
D. Equilibrium Data
The following are the Log10(Kf) data used to calculate
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the equilibrium data:
Table IV
Selected Values of LOG 10(K) of Formation
(K)
Component

(1000°K)

Acetylene

-8.874

Iso-Butane

-14.59

N-Butane

-14.14

Iso-Butene

-13.67

Ethane

-5.701

Ethylene

-6.17

Hydrogen

0.0

Methane

-1.007

Propane

-9.983

Propene

-9.983

Water

10.05

Carbon

0.0

Carbon Monoxide

10.47

E. Calculation of the Equilibrium Constant
All equations are assumed to be reversible. The
reverse kinetic rate constants will be calculated from
equilibrium data developed from the equation (49)
ΔF = -RT * LN (K)
or

K = exp(-ΔF/RT)

(13)
(14)

10

using the relationship that

and

where FI(I) is a constant of integration evaluated from a
known equilibrium constant at a known temperature and using Equation (16) solved for FI(I).
The equilibrium constant for a known temperature was
calculated from Log 10(Kf). The data were taken from
Selected Values of Chmiecal Thermodynamic Properties (44)
and are shown in Table IV.
The Log 10 (Kf)for reaction is calculated below

The following equilibrium constants were either found in
the literature or calculated from entropy and heat of formation data by using Equations (15) and (13):

Table V
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Equilibrium Constants
Reaction

Temp. °K

Ref. #

5.51

800

(47)

C 2H6 → CH4+1/2C 2H440.45

1000

Eq. (17)

875

(47)

1000

Eq. (17)

1000

Eq. (17)

900

(47)

C 2H 6 →

Eq. Con.
H +H
4 2

C H → C2 H +H
2 4
2 2

0.036

C 2H2 → 2C+H 2

7.48 X 10

2C H2 → C 's
2
4

7

21843.

C+H O → C0+H
2
2

33.8

ΔF = -RT * LN (K) and (18)
ΔF= L H

S

(19)

Shah's data (47) for equilibrium constants used in
Table V agreed with Equations (18) and (19) from Rossini's
Tables (22) and were used as is.
F. Kinetic Data
The kinetic data used in this study came from two
principal sources. They were Shah (47) and Homogenous
Reaction Kinetics Pyrolysis of Aliphatic Hydrocarbons (23) .
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The following kinetic data were used:
Table VI
Kinetic Data
Equation

K°

E* Cal/gm mole

C2H6 → C2H4 + H26.04E16 8.20E4
2C2H6 → 2CH4 + C 2H4

1.60E12

6.70E4

C2H4 → C2H2 + H21.80E13 7.60E4
C 2H2 → 2C + H 29.70E12

6.20E4

2.60E13

6.00E4

2C H → C 4 's
2 2

C + H2O → CO+ H 29.26E3

where K = K° exp(-E*IRT)

2.13E4

(20)

II Material Balance
For the material balance the following diagram can be
used:

A. Component Balance
IN = OUT + disappearance by reaction + accumulation
expressed in terms of moles of component I.

where IT i is the total number of reactions in which I is
involved.
A IJ is the stoichiametric coefficient of the I th
chemical component in the J th reaction.
N

JO

is the original number of moles of the key
component in the J reaction (moles).
ΔXJ is the incremental conversion and can be calculated
from the known reaction conditions and kinetic data.

N

JO

ΔXJ corrected so that the rate was given in terms of

conversion of moles of 'component per hour was

where

F

0

X JO

R

was the total molar flow rate (lb moles/hour).
was the mole fraction of the J th component.
ΔZ was the length of the reactor being considered.
(feet)
was the reactor radius (feet).

(-RJ) was the reaction rate of the J

th

reaction

(lb moles/ft 3 sec).
B.

The Overall Material Balance
IN = OUT + Change by Reaction + Accumulation

Since steady state is assumed, all component
accumulation terms are zero in this study with the exception
of carbon.
C. Calculation of Conversion
The calculation of an increment °f conversion X
each reaction is derived from the following: (27)

A

for
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where τ= 1/S is the reactor space time (sec.)
dXA

is an increment of conversion of the key
component.

-r

A

is the rate of reaction (lb moles/ft 3 sec).

CA0is the initial concentration of the key
component (lb moles/ft3)
This equation is differentiated with respect to XA .

This equation is then solved for dXA

The following is obtained by considering finite differences:

Equation (28) will be used to solve for finite difference
along the reactor profile. Equation (30) is really the
expression for conversion in a back mix reactor. This means
the solution is really the solution of a large number of
back mix reactors. (i.e.)

By re-evaluating the reaction conditions at hundreds of

positions along the reactor, a' good approximation of the
total reactor profile can be arrived at. By restricting
Max (ΔXA)i to be less than or equal to .01 (and on the
average equal to .005 and with a minimum value °f.001)
the above approximations will be good.
The value of ΔXA is controlled by controlling the value
of

Where

CA
A0

is the original concentration of component A
in (lb moles/ft 3 ).

V

is the reactor volume (ft 3 ).

is the molar flow rate of component A in
F
(lb moles/hour).

by combining equations (30) and (31) the following is
obtained:

thus the value of ΔX

A

can be controlled by the length

(4 L). The procedure to control the value of ΔX

A

was to

calculate 1n ΔXA,foreach tindeswhtria
larger than .01. If it failed the test, a new value of
ΔL was calculated from the equation:

The max °f ABS(ΔX ) was found and compared with .001.
A
If the test failed, a new ΔL was calculated from equation
(33).
In both cases the control of the program was returned to
the initiation of the reactor design.
If all rates passed both tests then calculation of
new reactor conditions was continued.
In order to calculate ΔX A(I) the following must first
be calculated:

or

where

(-r )
A
K

o

is the rate of the reaction (lb moles/ft 3 sec).
is the Arrhenius frequency factor (in appropriate units).

E* is the Arrhenius energy of activation (BTU/lb mole).
R is the gas constant (1.431 BTU/lb mole °K).
T is the temperature in absolute units ( °K).
CF

I is the concentration of the reactants (lb moles/
ft3 ).

GR

I

is the concentration of the products (lb moles/
ft 3 ).
i s the order of the I th forward reactant.

N

R

I

is the order of the I th reverse reactant.

In order to calculate (-rA), the reaction rate, it is
necessary to recalculate the concentration of each chemical
species C

The Pressure Out point was calculated from the momentum
balance. The temperature TOUT was fixed by the known
temperature profile of the reactor.
-rA' the reaction rate, was 'calculated from the Arrhenius
kinetics (i.e.)

where K was the equilibrium constant of the Jth reaction.
The Arrhenius data and order of reactants has been defined
earlier in the chapter.

C. Calculation of Carbon Deposition
Carbon was deposited on the tube wall. The carbon was
formed as a result of the decomposition of acetylene (Equation 5). As the carbon was deposited, it reduced the
radius of the pyrolysis tube. This in turn reduced the
reactor volume, increased the overall heat transfer coefficient,
and increased the pressure drop in the reactor. As a result
of the increased pressure drop, the inlet pressure needed
to be constantly raised. This in turn accelerated the formation of carbon.
In order to duplicate this effect in the model, a
changing pressure profile was simulated. This was done by
assuming time uniform deposition of carbon for incremental
periods of time. A new radius profile was then calculated.
This procedure was repeated until an inlet pressure of 8
atmospheres was required to produce an outlet pressure of 2
atmospheres.
1. Calculation of Reactor Radius
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The radius was assumed to be smooth. The reactor
radius was only calculated at 101 points. The radius
between these points was calculated by interpolation between
the two closest known reactor positions. The reactor
radius was calculated by assuming that all the solid material
formed by conversion was deposited evenly over a one percent
length of reactor segment. Then all other partial pressures
were readjusted so that their sum was equal to the pressure
before solid carbon deposition occurred.
To achieve this it was first necessary to calculate
the equivalent volume of the solid component.

where F a was the molar flow rate of the solid material
(lb moles/hr.) .
MW was the molecular weight of the material being
deposited (lb/ lb mole).
φ was -the density of the material being deposited
(1b/ft 3 ).
t was the time during which the material was deposits
(hours).
Once the volume was calculated, the new reactor radius
was calculated from

where

π

RN

was the new reactor radius in feet.

R0

was the old reactor radius in feet.

ZT

was the total reactor radius in feet.
was 3.14159.

III Momentum Balance
For the momentum balance, Net Flux of Momentum + Net
Pressure Force of Element + Resistance to Flow = 0.

The friction factor is calculated from

The calculation of velocity (V 2) was achieved by
first assuming velocity V 2 and calculating pressure P2 .
Using the new pressure it was possible to calculate
velocity thus and calculate P 2 . This procedure was followed
until the velocity V

2

was within a certain tolerance of V

guessed.

GC is the Gas Constant, 1.413 at. ft 3/lb mole °K.

2
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A. Calculation of Viscosity
The viscosity of the solution was determined by calculating the viscosity of each component as though it were
a pure component from the equation

Where Ui is the viscosity of the I th component Lb ft/sec.
M is the molecular weight.
T is the temperature in °K.
δ

is the collision parameter in Angstroms.
Ωυ is a slowly varying function of the dimensionless
temperature KT/ξ.
Since the function was only given in tabular form,

the author decided to curve fit it using a Marquardt non
linear curve fitting subroutine. (See Appendix B). This
resulted in the following equation.(4)

The viscosity of the gas mixture was then calculated
from the equation

(66) and (10)

where X(I) is the mole fraction of component I.
U(I)

is the viscosity of component I Lb/ft/sec.

M(I)

is the molecular weight of component I,
lb/lb mole.

B. Calculation of Friction Factor
The friction factor is calculated from the correlations
between friction factor and Reynold's number. For Reynold's
number below 3500 the laminar flow relationship is used. (16)

and for Reynold's number greater than 3500 the relationship
becomes (16)

The Reynolds number is recalculated from

where R is the radius of the reactor in feet.
3
is the gas density, lb/ft .
V is the velocity of the reactor gasp, ft/sec.
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C. Calculation of Pressure Drop
The pressure drop in the reactor was calculated from
(35)
the Bernouli equation.

Where P was the pressure drop in atmospheres
Vel

1

was the velocity at the beginning of the reactor
segment, ft/sec.

Vel 2 was the velocity at the end of the reactor segment,
ft/sec.
L/R was the length to radius ratio, ft/ft.
VelA was the average velocity in the reactor segment,
ft/sec.
f

was the friction factor.
IV Heat Balance Equation

The heat supplied by heat transfer throughout the
reactor tube must equal the net heat of reaction plus the
sensible heat,

Heat in = Heat of Reaction + Sensible Heat
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where U is BTU/hour,
the overall
heat transfer coefficient,
fT2,°F

A is the area through which heat is transmitted
D2/4ΔL, ft2.
T

1

is the difference between the temperature on the
outside tube wall and the mean temperature of the
gas stream, °K.

H

1

is the heat of reaction of the i equation,
BTU/ lb mole.

F is the molar flow rate of the Jth key component
of reaction i, Lb moles/hr.
XJ is the extent of reaction of the J th key component
of reaction i.
CP i is the heat capacity of the i th component BTU/
lb moles °K.
T

2

is the difference between the temperature at some
point Z l and Z1+ΔL, °K.

Sinced forced temperature profiles were used, each small
increment of reactor was treated as an isothermal backmix
reactor and an energy balance was not necessary,
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Chapter 4
Discussion of Results
Using the results set forth in Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10,
the production of ethylene in the reactor was optimized.
In Table 7 were listed the different temperature profiles
which were used, the resulting inlet and outlet pressures
in atmospheres, the percent yield, the inlet and outlet
velocities and the number of hours the reactor had been
run since the last cleaning. Several conclusions were
drawn from this table and Figure 2:
1.

The yield of ethylene rose sharply with increasing

temperature. At the higher temperature the slope of
the yield curve approached zero. This curve, called an
S curve, is characteristic for endothermic reactions.
2.

In System 1, 820-1050 °K, the effect of decreasing

space time on percent yield became apparent. This
effect was best observed by comparing the yield of
ethylene with the same initial pressure. It became
clear that the computer was able to detect and calculate
even small differences in space time and predict a decreasing yield.
The space time was being decreased by two effects:
a) There was physically less room in the reactor
due to the carbon build-up.

Average Ethylene Yield as a Function of Outlet Temperature
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b) The velocity of the outgoing gases increased
due to the increase in pressure drop resulting from
carbon build-up.
Of these two effects the second was by far the more
important as only a small volume of the reactor was
taken up by the carbon build-up.
3. The carbon build-up became much more pronounced as
the exit temperature was increased.
This effect was also seen in Table 8 and Figures 3,
4, and 5.
Table 8 showed the effect that the increasing exit temperature had on each of the important components. Appendix
G contains the same information as it was derived from the
computer, as well as representative plots of pressure, temperature, and reactant and product profiles as a function of
reactor position.
Figure 5 showed the effect of reactor exit temperature on
the frequency of reactor shut down. The reactor shut down
time was calculated from the time the clean reactor first
started up until the time the inlet pressure reached 8
atmospheres.
Since the computer was calculating in relatively large
increments of reactor run time,the results were represented
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graphically (Figures 3 and 4) and extrapolated to a pressure
of 8 atmospheres to predict the exact run time.
Table 3. Pressure, Yield and Velocity Conditions as a
Function of Reactor Time
System

Press
In
(At.)

Press.
Out
(At.)

Percent
Yield

6.57
6.54
6.52
6.49
6.70
6.68
6.65
6.63
6.60
6.58
6.55
6.33
6.73
6.70
6.57

Veloc.
Out
Ft/Sec

Time Since
Start Up
Hours

209
209
209
209
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
205
205
205

860
877
895
913
834
843
852
869
887
926
947
970
840
858
1022

0
800
1600
2400
3200
4000
4800
5600
6400
7200
8000
8800
9600
10400
14400

Veloc.
In
Ft/Sec

1 820-1050

5.85
5.85
5.85
5.85
5.90
5.90
5.90
5.90
5.90
5.90
5.90
5.90
5.95
5.95
5.95

2.00
1.98
1.96
1.94
2.11
2.09
2.07
2.04
2.02
2.00
1.97
1.95
2.12
2.10
1.97

2 820-1090

5.85
5.90
5.98
6.18
6.18
6.38
6.58
6.98

2.00
2.01
2.11
2.20
2.20
2.00
2.00
2.00

18.9
18.9
19.3
20.8
20.8
22.2
22.4
24.6

209
206
204
191
191
185
175
161

865
1040
1089
928
940
1028
1035
1173

0
400
800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800

3 820-1100

5.85
5.95
6.15
6.35
6.55
6.95
7.75

1.93
2.16
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

26.1
26.6
28.9
29.4
30.2
32.5
36.0

209
205
198
192
186
175
153

1025
991
881
907
1039
1068
1099

0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
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Table 7 (Cone d .)

System

Press. Press. Percent
In
Out
Yield
(At.)
(At.)

Veloc.
In
Ft/Sec

Veloc.
Out
Ft/Sec

Time Since
Start Up
Hours

4 820-1110

5.85
6.05
6.25
6.45
7.05

2.05
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

34.1
35.1
37.2
36.8
42.0

209
203
195
189
173

1022
852
869
1085
1242

0
100
200
300
400

5 820-1115

5.88
6.00
6.20
6.60
7.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

47.9
50.8
52.1
55.6
56.4

210
203
197
185
174

1084
926
964
903
1208

0
50
100
150
200

6 820-1120

5.85
6.05
6.25.
6.45
6.85
7.65

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

55.5
58.2
59.5
59.8
62.2
66.6

209
202
195
189
178
159

920
835
881
1048
1070
997

0
30
60
90
120
150

8 820-1130

5.85
5.85
6.05
6.05
6.25
6.45
6.65
7.05
7.45

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

67.1
65.1
69.2
67.3
69.9
71.3
71.9
74.7
76.0

209
209
202
202
195
189
189
173
163

971
1081
865
1119
978
989
1051
976
1090

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

5.85
5.85
6.05
6.05
6.25
6.45
6.65
6.85
7.25
7.85

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.60

80.1
78.5
81.3
79.6
81.5
82.6
83.2
83.4
85.1
86.1

209
209
202
202
195
189
183
178
168
155

810
990
959
842
1125
954
1017
1159
1123
1082

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

9 820-1140

Table 8
MOLAR FLOW RATES END OF REACTION LB MOLES /HOUR
System

Acetylene X
103
1.538
1.527
1.516
1.506
1.602
1-.590
1.579
1.567
1.555
1.545
1.533
1.522
1.614
1.601
1.540

11.77
11.86
12.29
16.32
16.64
19.22
22.40

150
Butane
X 10 3
.0736
.0727
.0726
.0710
.0878
.0798
.0788
.0788
.0795
.0760
.0752
.0743
.0837
.0827
.0777

.736
.765
.843
1.522
1.752
2.43
3.47

Ethane

Ethylene

Hydrogen

Methane

X 105

8.343
.3928
121.34 8.531
8.312
.3817
121.37 8.500
121.41 8.470
.3805
8.283
8.259
121.44 8.439
.3794
121.15 8.709
8.518
.3905
121.19 8.676
8.486
.3893
121.12 8.644
.3881
8.454
121.25 8.612
8.422
.3869
121.29 8.579
.3857
8.390
121.33 8.547
.3845
8.358
121.36 8.515
.3833
8.327
121.39 8.483
.3821
8.269
121.13 8.739
.3926
8.546
121.16 8.750
8.513
.3914
121.30 8.538
.3851
8.349
SYSTEM CONTINUES TO FUNCTION NORMALLY
105.38 24.49
24.08
105.25 24.58
24.17
104.86 25.01
24.59
100.68 28.88
28.39
100.64 29.11
28.63
30.74
98.42 31.26
32.20
95.37 33.75
REACTOR SHUT DOWN FOR CLEANING

Water Monoxide
Carbon

.885
.881
.907
1.043
1.058
1.414
1.240
(2900

70.133
70.133
70.134
70.135
70.132
70.132
70.132
70.133
70.134
70.135
70.135
70.136
70.133
70.134
70.137

70.33
70.34
70.34
70.33
70.34
70.35
70.35
Hrs.)

.0355
.0349
.0344
.0392
.0390
.0380
.0375
.0368
.0366
.0357
.0352
.0347
.0346
.0354
.0355

.791
.817
.876
1.532
1.711
2.361
3.362

Time Since
Start Up
Hours
0
800
1600
2400
3200
4000
4800
5600
6400
7200
8000
8800
9600
10400
14400

0
400
800
1600
2000
2400
2800

Table 8(Cont'd)
System

Acetylene X
310
22.2
23.2
27.3
29.4
30.0
34.8
42.2
33.3
40.3
45.5
45.4
58.5

105
116
121
124
134
157

Iso
Hydro- Methane Water
EthylButae Ethane
ene
gen
103
33.30
1.41
33.85
1.15
70.38
95.90
1.63
34.58
34.05
1.19
70.37
95.14
2.31
92.01
37.53
70.36
36.97
1.27
2.81
38.91
90.67
38.33
1.32
70.36
3.11
39.28
90.28
38.69
1.35
70.35
4.30
87.80
42.27
70.35
41.65
1.45
6.91
82.83
46.51
1.61
70.34
45.81
Reactor Shut Down For Cleaning (1225 Hours)
2.43
88.12
41.44
70.40
40.90
1.37
3.51
83.90
45.59
70.39
44.97
1.49
4.51
81.03
70.40
48.38
1.58
47.74
5.04
81.55
70.36
47.83
47.18
1.58
8.61
74.58
70.38
54.63
1.80
53.93
Reactor Shut Down For Cleaning (460 Hours)

Reactor Shut Down For Cleaning (250 Hours)
7.64
56.98
70.54
72.17
2.14
71.45
10.1
53.44
70.53
2.25
75.59
74.91
11.6
51.66
70.53
77.30
2.31
76.62
11.2
51.25
70.53
70.70
2.34
77.00
15.4
48.06
70.53
2.45
80.77
80.09
23.2
42.07
2.66
85.56
70.55
85.93
Reactor Shut Down For Cleaning (155 Hours)

Carbon
Monoxide
X 105
1.69
1.87
2.43
2.87
2.99
3.82
5.63

Time Since
Start Up
Hours
0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200

2.91
4.04
5.02
5.05
8.46

0
100
200
300
400

12.0
14.6
16.2
17.0
20.4
30.2

0
30
60
90
120
150

Table 8 (Cont'd)
System

Acetylene X
103

150
Butane
X 10 3

Ethane

41.66
43.80
38.85
41.45
37.94
35.98
35.15
31.43
29.68
REACTOR SHUT

Ethylene

Hydrogen

Methane

86.63
2.48
87.23
2.43
85.15
85.54
89:39
2.56
89.93
86.83
2.50
87.41
90.26
2.60
90.80
92.18
2.67
92.69
2.71
92.98
93.48
96.64
2.84
97.07
2.91
98.36
98.75
DOWN FOR CLEANING (90 Hrs.)

161
152
173
162
177
185
189
207
215

11.9
10.3
14.5
12.2
15.6
18.1
19.6
25.1
27.8

250
238
260
246
261
271
276
277
292

18.4
103.88
24.44
104.06
16.1
26.95
101.72
101.97
21.2
22.85
105.45
105.56
18.2
25.11
103.16
103.44
22.2
22.52
105.86
105.75
25.0
20.99
107.32
107.28
26.6
20.09
108.18
108.17
27.3
19.86
108.37
108.39
32.4
17.61
110.53
110.67
REACTOR SHUT DOW FOR CLEANING (45

2.85
2,81
2.91
2.86
2.94
3.00
3.04
3.07
3.15
Hrs.)

Water

Carbon
Monoxide
X 105

70.64
70.63
70.64
70.62
70.64
70.65
70.65
70.66
70.68

22.0
19.3
26.0
21.9
31.5
31.5
34.1
43.0
49.9

70.75
70.73
70.73
70.72
70.71
70.72
70.71
70.71
70.73

38.4
35.1
45.6
38.4
44.1
49.4
51.8
54.2
64.2

Time Since
Start Up
Hours
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Figure 3
Graphical Extrapolation of Reactor Operating Time

Figure 4
Graphical Extrapolation of Reactor Operating Time

Table 9
Reactor Shut Down Time

Exit Temperature
°K
1050

Reactor Shut Down
Time Hours
(83,100)#

System Number
1

1090

2900

2

1100

1125

3

1110

460

4

1115

250

5

1120

155

6

1130

90

8

1140

45

9

#Estimated from regressed curve fit

Plotting the results from the reactor shut down time
against reactor exit temperature resulted in a straight
line on semi log paper (See Figure 5).
To find a scheme which would optimize the average
yearly production rate it was decided to assume two different periods of time required to clean the tubes. An
optimum production rate was then calculated for each of
these penalty times. The two times chosen were 24 hours
and 48 hours.
The average yield for the entire run from start up to
shut down was then determined.

where (percent yield) i is the yield for one increment of
carbon deposition
n

is the number of increments required
to raise the inlet pressure to 8
atmospheres.

The average yearly production rate (AYPR) becomes

where

P

is the assessed penalty for cleaning the
reacto,hus.

RSDT is the time the reactor operated between start
up and shut down hours.

Figure 5
Effect of Reactor Exit Temperature
on Reactor Operating Time (RSDT)

The pressure profile presented in Appendix G followed
the normal expected results. Since the main reactions
increased the number of moles in the reactor, an increase
in pressure was expected. This was balanced by the
Bernouli pressure drop.
In addition there was a contraction in the reactor
walls due to the build-up of carbon which also effects
the pressure drop. The pressure at first started to drop
off slowly but as the velocity of the gas mixture picked
up (due to pressure drop, increasing temperature and
increasing number of moles) the pressure drop became much
more severe. As a result, the majority of the pressure
drop occurred at the end of the reactor.
Under the most severe operating conditions (System
9, 820-1140 °K) and after appreciable carbon build-up, there
was actually an increase in the pressure in the initial
portion of the reactor. Appendix G (System 9, 824-1140°K)
at 40 and 45 hours of run time shows this effect most
graphically.
In addition the pressure drop at the end of the
reactor became so severe that the calculated velocity
exceeded the speed of sound. Since this was impossible,
the equations being used were no longer applicable under
these conditions. To prevent invalid results the program
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checked for this limiting case and if found, increased
the inlet pressure until the outlet velocity was less
than that of sound.
The model also found that the pressure near theend
of the reactor went through a critical pressure due to
changing reactor radius and that the pressure was not able
to fall below this critical pressure without destroying
the validity of the equations. When this critical
pressure was above desired outlet pressure, it was no
longer possible to force a pressure convergence. Since
the reacting gases were quenched at the end of the reactor
and the pressure was dropped by allowing expansion into
a larger container, this effect caused no unreliability
and was a predictable result.

(25)

Equilibrium
Since the production of ethylene was endothermic, it
was expected that the equilibrium would be shifted in
favor of product formation with increasing temperature.
The equilibrium however was unfavorably affected by high
pressure, and product formation was more favorable for
lower pressure profiles.
These combined effects were ideally suited to the
ethylene reaction because the temperature profile was
increasing and the pressure profile was decreasing near
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the end of the reactor. The rate of reaction also increased
with increasing temperature.
These combined effects resulted in little reaction
at the beginning of the reactor, which acted primarily as
a preheater section, but near the middle the reaction
rate rose sharply. At the extreme end of the reactor
the components were near equilibrium as the rate of
production of ethylene declines despite the increasing
temperature and decreasing pressure.
Temperature
It was necessary to determine whether or not the
temperature on the outside of the reactor pipe would melt
the reactor tube. In order to determine this, the reaction
conditions for the most severe case and at the highest
heat flux and maximum carbon deposition were determined.
The details of these calculations are given in Appendix I.
It was determined that at carbon deposition twice the
maximum thickness calculated before reactor shut down,
there was a 347°K temperature increase from the temperature
of the gas stream to that of the outside tube. This
resulted in a skin temperature of 1,467 °K. This temperature
was still inside the safe operating temperature of 23 or
25% Cr, 70% Ni and 55% Fe steel

(19)

listed as 2,200°F or
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or 1,478 ° K, although twice the maximum expected amount of
carbon was deposited.
Model Verification
The verification of a model with actual plant results
was an essential step in justification of simulation results.
Exact matching of results was very difficult.
In this case there were not plant data to verify
the results, but the results were compared with a second
model (47) in work done by Shah. Both authors used the
same kinetic data and the temperature profiles in this
study were derived from Shah's.
Shah adjusted the original kinetic data to conform
with actual plant condiyions. In this study, this
refinement in data was not possible. In addition, Shah
did not state his reactor diameter. Therefore there was
some discrepancy between Shah's results and those herein
contained.
A comparison of Shah's results and the author's is
given in Table 10. If the author had actual plant
conditions it would be relatively easy to adjust the
Arrhenius Frequency Factor to conform with the actual
results (See Program Logic - Data Input). Shah did not
state what his outlet gas pressure was for his model.

Table 10 clearly illustrates that there was a
discrepancy in the product yields with temperature profiles
between Shah's case and this study. The important thing
is that the commercially acceptable yield (between 40 50%) on both the main and side reaction profiles agree
for both studies. No explanation was given for the
discrepancy in the exit temperature required to achieve
these profiles. Only comparison with actual plant data
could justify either result.
Since the carbon deposits only at the end of the
reactor (about the last 25%) it would be possible to
make this last section replaceable by the use of a second
parallel pipe with appropriate valves. An alternate scheme
would be to increase the radius of the last section of
the reactor. See Appendix G - Program Output.

Table 10
Comparison of Shah's Results with this Study
Shah

System - 5
System - 1
820-1115°K
820-1050°
K

Total Feed
Lb Moles/Hr

170.9

200

200

Steam to Feed
Ratio

.363

.350

.350

Inlet Pressure
(At.)

4.43

5.85

5.85

?

2.00

2.00

394.

400.

400.

?

.125

.125

Outlet Pressure
(At.)
Reactor Length
(Ft.)
Tube Radius
(Ft.)
Gas Inlet
Temperature °K

818.3

820.0

820.0

% Ethylene
Yield

45.83%

6.5%

47.9%

Moles Methane
Moles Ethane
Changed

.0177

.00302

.0146

Moles Acetylene
Moles Ethane
Changed

.00053

.00001188

.000589
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Figure 6 depicts the final graphical optimization of
the ethylene reactor. The percent yearly production of
ethylene versus reactor exit temperature is depicted. The
percent yearly production of ethylene was defined as the
ratio of pound moles of ethylene being produced in one year
to the pound moles of ethane continuously available for
the reactor.
It is important to note that the optimization is
being performed on the production of ethylene and not on
the overall conversion of ethane to ethylene.
The two parameters being used were a 24 and a 48 hour
penalty required to close down the reactor, clean the
reactor out and start up the reactor. It was apparent
from Figure 6 that the amount of time required to perform
these cleaning operations materially affects the overall
yearly production by as much as 7 percent when operating
near the optimum. The optimum reaction exit temperature
also showed a 3 ° K change due to the different penalty
times.
The optimum yearly production rate was relatively
flat and allowed a 10 to 15 °K range of outlet temperatures
without materially affecting the overall yearly production
rate.

Figure 6
Optimization of Production of Ethylene
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
1.

Yield

The optimum yearly average of 59 percent conversion
of the available ethane to ethylene can be achieved with
an outlet temperature of 1127 °K.
2.

Carbon Deposition

A.

The rate of carbon deposition increases with
increasing inlet reactor pressure.

B.

The practice of increasing inlet reactor pressure
to compensate for carbon build-up is detrimental
to optimization.

3.

Reactor Operating Time

The length of time the reactor could be operated before
being shut (RSDT) down for cleaning can be calculated from
the following relationship:
RSDT = -exp(TEMP - 1181.4)/11.6

(59)

where RSDT was the reactor run time , Hours.
TEMP was the reactor outlet temperature , °K
4.

Calculation of different feeds could be started

to enable optimization of all feed streams which will be
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reacted separately. These other feeds may contain propane
and butane or combinations of all three.
5.

By increasing the reactor residence time, by

decreasing feed rates, increasing reactor length and/or
reactor radius, this program could be used to calculate
the optimum production of acetylene.
6.

Since PYRO is completely general and made with

provision for easy change in calculating procedures, it
could be used for calculation of any gas phase reaction
in a plug flow reactor.
7.

PYRO is also able to handle any component which

settles out as either a liquid or a solid and could
therefore be used under conditions near the boiling or
sublimation point of one or more of the reactants or
products.
8.

PYRO is able to make adjustments in the Arrhenius

Probability Factor. This makes it suitable in fitting
known product distribution and could be used in conjunction
with SNOWJO (See Appendix B) to automatically calculate the
best factors.
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Chapter 6
Recommendations
1.

The program PYRO uses fixed temperature profiles.

It would be possible to add an energy balance and
calculate the gas temperature from the temperature on the
skin of the reactor. The skin temperature could either
have a fixed temperature profile or be calculated from
first principles using the geometry of the furnace and
position of the burners, solving the resulting 3 dimensional
heat transfer equation.
The calculation of the reactor gas temperature from
reactor skin temperature would be more meaningful due to
the effect of carbon deposition on the overall heat transfer
coefficient.
2.

In this study only one feed rate was considered.

The production of ethylene could be further optimized by
varying the feed rate and finding an optimum of the locus
of feed rates.
3. Variation of the amount of steam mixed with the
feed should also result in still better optimum. It might
even be necessary to increase the steam rate as the carbon
deposition necessitates increase in pressure, thus making
it possible to keep the same rate of feed of ethane but
to increase the proportion of steam to increase the overall
pressure.
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Appendix A
Program Logic and Theory
PYRO consists of four functions and one main program.
The main program calls the functions in order to perform certain specific operations. It was found to be more convenient
to separate the functions in this manner as it makes the
functions more accessible to debugging without unintentionally
destroying the logic of the main program. This makes it considerably easier for a later user to make changes in functions
without having to understand every nuance of the main pro
gram. (51)
The four functions are:
1. Cards 1 - 30 PRR(IS) This is a function designed to
calculate the carbon profile along the reactor wall. It is
capable of handling up to 25 solid components being thus
deposited. It also readjusts the partial pressure of all the
components to account for the change of solid to gaseous
state (i.e. carbon (g) to carbon (s). The computer first
treats the carbon as though it were a gas and PRR removes
the gas and treats it as a solid. It is necessary to readjust
all the partial pressures so as to make the sum of the pressures equal to the sum of the pressures when each component
was considered to be a gas.
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2. Cards 31 - 44 REQC(T,I) This is a function
designed to calculate the reciprocal of the equilibrium constant at temperature R for Reaction I.
All equations are assumed to be reversible. The
reverse rate constants will be calculated from equilibrium
data developed from the equation

(49)

using the relationship that

where FI(I) is a constant of integration evaluated from a
known equilibrium constant at a known temperature and using
the above equation to solve for FI(I).
The equilibrium constant for a known temperature calculated from Log10(Kf) data taken from Selected Values of
Chemical Thermodynamic Properties.

(44)

The Log (K f)for reaction is calculated below:

3. Cards 45 - 150 PRESD(T) This function calculates the
pressure drop in the segment of the reactor under consideration.
It is subdivided into (a) calculation of viscosity (b) calculation of friction factor (c) calculation of pressure drop.
(a) Cards 45 - 74 Calculation of Viscosity
The viscosity of the solution is determined by calculating the viscosity of each component as though it were a
pure component from the equation

where υ is the viscosity of the component in grams
per centimeter per second raised to the -I power.
T

is the temperature in degrees Kelvin (°K).
6 is the collision parameter in Angstrom units (Å).
Ω is a slowly varying function of the dimensionless
temperature KT/ξ.

Since the function is only given in tabular form, the
author decided to curve fit it using a Marquardt non-linear
curve fitting subroutine. (See Appendix B). This results

in the following equation. (4)
Ω v = expC.4398828 - .44245917 LN (WE ) + 0.08640182

The viscosity of the gas mixture was then calculated
from the equation

(66) (10)

where X(I) is the mole fraction of component I
U(1) is the viscosity of component I
M(I) is the molevular weight of component
Since it is determined that the viscosity is only a
slowly changing function going from 2.17 * 10 -5 to 2.76 *
10 -5 lb/ft-sec between extreme reaction conditions (differences between inlet and outlet viscosity.) The viscosity is
only calculated at intervals of every 1% of reactor distance.
This was found to save considerable computer time, thus
making the program more practical.)
(b) Cards 79-94 Calculation of Friction Factor
The friction factor is calculated from the correlations
between friction factor and Reynold's number. For Reynold's
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below 3000 the laminar flow relationship is used (16)

and for Reynold's number greater than 300 the relationship
becomes

The Reynold's number is recalculated from

where R is the radius of the reactor = f(Z,t )
i.e. R is a function of its position in the reactor and the
length of time the reactor has been in operation. This
function is calculated by the main program PYRO.

i.e. -9 is a function of the concentration of each component, the temperature of the reactor and the pressure of the
reactor segment.

where P is the partial pressure of component I(AT)
SMWT is the molecular weight of component

R is the gas constant = 1.314. (AT

et

/L. 0 An

e X

T is the temperature of the reactor.eK)
IS is the total number of components.
(c) Cards 95 - 135 Calculation of Pressure Drop
The pressure drop in the reactor is calculated from the
Bernouli equation (35)
P = (VelA 2 * F * L/R + Ve12 2 - Vel 12) /(62.4*2116.8) (15)
where P is the pressure drop in atmospheres
Ve1A is the average velocity in the reactor segment
-F is the friction factor
L is the length of the reactor segment under consider-

II is the radius of the reactor in feet (See (b) Calculation of Friction Factor)
Vel 2 is the velocity at the end of the reactor segment,
Vel 1 is the velocity at the beginning of the reactor.
segment. (-Fr/5e c.)
62.4 is twice the gravity constant in foot pounds force
per pound mass per second squared (Ft Lb f /
Lb m •, Sec 2 )
2116.8 is the conversion factor to convert from pound
feet per square inches to atmospheres.
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This function is calculated recurrently as the value of
VA and V2 is dependent on the value of the pressure drop.
The pressure drop is calculated until the difference between
two successive calculations is less than .1%.
4. Cards 136 - 150 HEATR (T2,I)
This function calculates the heat of reaction at
Temperature T2 and for Reaction I.
HEATR is calculated by

Cards 151 - 816

The main program (PYRO) is easily

divisible into many subparts which facilitate comprehension
of the program. In order to discuss the program, the author
will cite the number on the extreme left of the print-out of
the program.
Cards 151 - 171 These cards tell the computer how much
storage space must be allotted for the different dimension
variables. Some of the variables are used in the functions
are are linked by named common statements. This makes the
storage location for these variables identical for each
program, subprogram or function in which they appear. The
author has also preset certain variables at specified values
and has defined some variables to be literal constants. This
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is used in the output to help define the reaction equations
and will help any future users in spotting errors in input.
Cards 172 - 261 These cards are used for input of data
and initial calculations of constants which will be used by
the program.
Input Set 1 Cards 172 - 174 These cards read in factors
by which the Arrhenius frequency factor is changed. This
allows for adjustment in rate of reaction in order to make
the calculated and actual product rates agree.
Input Set 2 Card 175 This card reads in the number of
reactions (IR) and the number of chemical species (IS)
including inerts.
Input Set 3 Cards 177 - 179 These cards read in computer
GO TO instruction IGOW.
IGOW = 1 means read in entirely new data set.
IGOW = 2 means read in new temperature profile only and
begin calculations anew.
IGOW = 3 means stop (no more data).
Z(I) is the temperature profile of reactor from beginning
to end in 10% increment of reactor length.
Card (I) is the alphanumeric identification of reaction
system. (i.e. this card identifies the new temperature profile
etc.)
IB, IZZ, IPLOT are three more computer control variables.

IB is the number of hours that constitutes an increment in
carbon deposition. IZZ is the total number of increments
before the computer goes on to a new case.
IPLOT controls the output from calculations.

IPLOT = 1 means

plot results

do not write out detailed
calculation

IPLOT = 2 means

plot results

write out detailed
calculation

IPLOT = 3 means

do not plot
results

write out detailed
calculation

IPLOT = 4 means

do not plot
results

do not write out detailed
calculation

Input Set 4 Cards 180 - 181
These cards initialize the reactor conditions.
T is the temperature at the inlet of the reactor (°K)
PT is the pressure at the inlet of the reactor (atmospheres)
PRESS is the maximum allowable inlet pressure (atmospheres)
ZT is the total length of the reactor (feet)
DL is the initial reactor increment (feet)
POUT is the minimum outlet pressure (atmospheres)
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Input Set 5 Cards 182 - 194 These cards set up
reaction equations.
SF(I) and SR(I) are the number of components in the
forward reaction and in the reverse direction of the Ith
reaction (i.e. if Reaction 5 were 2H 2 + O →2H
2
SF(5) = 2 (two components H

2

and O

2

2

O)

in forward direction),

SR(5) = 1 (one component H 2O in reverse direction).
IA(I,M) is the identity of chemical species in reaction
I position M. (i.e. in the above example, if water were
the second chemical species, hydrogen were the fifth and
oxygen the tenth, then
IA(5,1)=5 IA(5,2)=10 IA(5,3)=2
Input Set 6 Cards 195 - 202 These cards read in the
initial partial pressure (in atmospheres) of each component.
The concentration of each component is then calculated using
the ideal gas law C(I)=P(I)/GC/T
Input Set 7 Cards 203 - 205 These cards supply the
alphanumeric identity of each component (limit - 20 characters
to name). ENAME(20*I) I = 1, IS.
Note: The next four card sets have internal identification to make sure the cards are in proper sequence. This is
called Check ID.
Input Set 8 Cards 206 - 208 These cards contain the
heat capacity data for each component in the form
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where C is the heat capacity for the J component in
calories per gram moles degrees Kelvin (Cal/g mole °K).
See Appendix (H) for methods of evaluating heat capacity.
Input Set 9 Cards 209 - 212 This data set contains
the Arrhenius frequency factor EA(I) and activation energy
EE(I) for the Ith reaction.
Input Set 10 Cards 213 - 215 This card set contains
entropy DS(J), enthalpy DH(J) and log(K F ) for calculation
of equilibrium for the J th component.
Input Set 11 Cards 216 - 219 This data set contains
CLJ(J,1), CLJ(J,2) constants of Lennard and Jones, the
collision parameter in Angstroms (Å) and K/ξ (K o-1). If
the component is a solid the constant of Lennard and Jones
is set equal to zero and the density of the solid is read in
as DE(J) Lbs/ft 3 of the J

th

component.

Cards 220 - 261 These cards set up the remaining
constants required for the program. These constants include
delta heat capacity, heat of reaction, delta entropy and
equilibrium data expressed as a function of temperature
for each reaction.
Cards 220 - 233 These cards calculate the ΔCP of
reaction by solving the equation

Cards 234 - 261 The delta heat of reaction, delta
Log(KF) and the delta entropy for each of the reactions was
calculated.

Cards 262 - 331 This section of the program writes out
the reaction system and helps the user to identify any error
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he has made on the data input.
The first page of print-out includes the name of each
component (a letter and a number computer assigned designation
for each component), the heat capacity data for each component, the heat of formation (298 °K), the entropy (298 °K) and
log 10 (KF ) at temperature TT.
On the second part of the page the constants of Lennard
and Jones, the molecular weight and the initial concentration
of each component are written.
On the second page of print-out the reaction system is
written in symbolic form with each component assigned a
letter designation given on the first page. The Arrhenius
frequency factor and activation energies are given. The
delta heat capacity is listed.
On the second half of the second page the delta log
(K F ) is given, as well as the constant of integration for calculation of the equilibrium constant. The order of reaction
by component is listed.
Cards 340 - 422 This section contains all the format
statements used in PYRO. It controls the input and output of
of all data used and generated by PYRO.
Cards 332 - 339 and 423 - 578 This section is the heart
of the program. It is this section in which the actual
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calculations
takes
place. of the changing composition and pressure profile

Card 332 Statement 110 is the card which the computer
uses every time it starts a new set of calculations.
Cards 333 - 339 and Cards 423 - 458 The cards initialize
values used in the program as computer controls. This section
resets values which may have been changed during previous
runs, such as the reactor radius profile.
Card 436 This card is used as partial reinitializer in
that not all values are reset. It is used in repeat calculations where one or more criterion were not met during the
calculation of the reactor profile.
These criteria include:
A. Pressure
1.

Maximum pressure at inlet = PRES

2.

Pressure at outlet
a. POUT ± .2 (atmospheres) and velocity of
reactor medium less than the speed of
sound.

or

b. Greater than (POUT ± .1) atmosphere and
velocity of reactor medium less than velocity
of sound.
B. Carbon Profile
1. Carbon blocking tube

2.

Total number of carbon increments exceeded

3.

Convergence on desired outlet pressure not
obtainable within 20 complete sets of reactor
design.

C. Reaction is so slow that all increments of conversion
are less than 10
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.

Cards 453 - 454 These cards set up the number of
increments calculated between complete print-out of data.
Card 458 This card sets up initial reactor length
increment.
Cards 459 - 460 These cards are the controlling DO
loops which allow increments of calculations. Control is
returned to these DO loops after each complete calculation
is completed.
Card 461 This card calculates the incremental length
of convergence.
Card 463 This card calculates the position in the
reactor.
Cards 464 - 468 These cards calculate the temperature
in the reactor.
Cards 469 - 474 These cards calculate the reactor radius
from the previous completed carbon profile. The radius is
assumed to be smooth. Since the reactor radius is only
defined at 101 points the radius in between these points is
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calculated by interpolation between the two closest known
reactor positions.
Cards 477 - 510 These cards calculate each individual
increment of conversion DXA(I) for each equation (I=I,IR).
The calculation of DXA(I) is derived from (27)

This equation is solved for the increment of conversion
by differentiating with respect to X A .

This equation is then solved for dXA

The following is obtained by considering finite differences:

Equation (25) will be used to solve for finite difference
along the reactor profile. Equation (25) is really the
expression for conversion in a back mix reactor. This means
the solution is really the solution of a large number of
back mix reactors. (i.e.)

By evaluating the reaction conditions at hundreds of
positions along the reactor, a good approximation of the
total reactor profile can be arrived at. By restricting
Max (X

A ) i to be less than or equal to .01 (and on the

average equal to .005 and with a minimum value of .001) the
above approximations will be good. Also by using these
small increments of conversion we can approximate

where EA is the volume function of expansion.
VF is the final volume.
V

I

is the initial volume

The value of DX is controlled by controlling the value of
A
(=1/space time (sec.)).

(28)

where CAO is the original concentration of component A
3
(lb mole/ft )
V

is the reactor volume in cubic feet

F
A
0

is the molar flow' rate of component A (lb mole/
time)

by combining equations (25) and (29) the following is
obtained:

thus the value of XA can be controlled by the length (AL).
The procedure to control the value of DXA is to calculate
DXA for each reaction and test whether it is larger than .01.
If it fails the test a new value of DXA is to calculate DXA
for each reaction and test whether it is larger than .01.
If it fails the test a new value of ΔL is calculated from
the equation:

The max of ABS(DXA) is found and compared with .001.
If the test fails, a new DL is calculated from equation (31).
In both cases the control of the program is returned to

the initiation of the reactor design.
If all rates pass both tests then calculation of new
reactor conditions is continued.
In order to calculate DXA(I) the following must first
be calculated:

where
(-rA) is the rate of the reaction

(calculated by Card

493) Lb Moles/ft 3 sec
K

o

is the Arrhenius frequency factor
E* is the Arrhenius energy of activation (cal/g.mole)

R

is the gas constant (btu/lb.mole °F)

T

is the temperature in absolute units (°F)

C
C

FI

is the concentration of the reactants (lb.mole/ft) 3

RI is the concentration of the products (lb.mole/ft) 3
M
is the order of the I th forward reactant
FI
M
th
R
is the order of the I
reverse reactant

Since each new reactor segment is considered to be
the start of a perfect back mix reactor, FA0 has to be
recalculated each time. This calculation is done by a
material balance performed later on in the program. The
results from the previous material balance are available in
the present calculation.
Card 495 This card shows the calculation for MAW
the factor 1.13093355E4 comes from the combining of and
the conversion factor converting(-r A) from sec. to hours.
(i.e. 1.13097355E4 = π * 3600)
Cards 512 - 564 These cards calculate the material
balance, the pressure drop, the carbon profile and set up
the intermediate values which will be saved for output.
Card 513 This card calls the function PRR(IS) which
carries with it information on the amount of carbon formed.
PRR(IS) then converts this to an equivalent amount of solid
carbon which is deposited evenly over a 1% length of reactor
segment. PRR then readjusts all other partial pressures so
that their sum is equal to the pressure before carbon deposi-

Cards 514 - 535 These cards calculate the material

balance. This calculation is accomplished by summing the
increment of conversion (in terms of concentration and
pressure) along the reactor segment. This total change in
concentration is used to calculate a molar flow rate.

Card 536 This card calculates the pressure drop by
calling the function PRESD(T). While the pressure drop is
being calculated it also calculates the new partial pressure
and concentration of each component.
During the calculations several posibilities occur
which must be detected and the appropriate action taken.
Cards 538 - 540 If pressure drop sets the value of
MB equal to
Value of MB
2000

Condition

Correction

REND less than 0 (due to

Start reactor design

estimated pressure below

again with a higher

0 atmospheres)

pressure.

Condition

Value of MB
3000

Correction

Velocity of gas greater

Start reactor design

than sound

again with a higher
pressure

5000

Reactor tube blocked

Terminate calculation

with carbon

on this data set.
Start new temperature
profile.

Card 541 If the pressure falls .2 atmospheres below the
minimum pressure in the reactor exit (2 atmospheres), the
reactor design is started again with a higher pressure.
Cards 542 - 543 These cards calculate the molar flow
rate of each component.
Cards 544 - 553 These cards test to see that at least
one conversion was greater than the minimum conversion of
.1% (otherwise the reactor design will take up unnecessary
computer time). Note there is a maximum length of conversion
which corresponds to 1% of the reactor length.
Cards 554 - 564 These cards are used to output initial
values of concentrated molar flow rates and conversion along
the first increment of reactor length.
Cards 565 - 578 These cards are executed only after

every 8 increments of conversion. They are used to prepare
data for output after the reactor is totally designed.
Control is returned to beginning of DO loop.
Cards 579 - 813 This section of MO controls output
and is used to converge the pressure so that it falls between
the limits set up by the user. It also informs user of any
misinformation fed to the computer so that detection and
correction of output are made easier.
Cards 579 - 586 These cards write out the final
conditions at the end of the reactor.
Cards 590 - 598 These cards test for different final
conditions to make sure they meet certain requirements.
Card 590 This card checks to see if P = P

OUT

±.2

Card 591 If the condition in Card 590 is not met and
if on some previous calculation it was determined that the
initial condition giving acceptable outlet conditions was
bypassed, then the increment by which the pressure is changed
is cut by a factor of 2.

where P

IN

is the pressure at inlet P

INo

is the original

guess.
In this case the second increment resulted in a value too

low and the pressure had to be increased by an amount
1/8 P. This convergence technique will always produce an
acceptable answer (if one exists) provided that the answer
was bracketed because

proving that it is possible to reach either extreme of the
bracketed answer by allowing one or more terms in the
summation to be subtracted. Any intermediate value would
eventually be arrived at.
Card 593 If the velocity of sound has been exceeded,
the upper limit is removed from the pressure and replaced
with the restriction that the speed of sound is not to be
exceeded. (i.e.)

Cards 595 - 598 These cards decide whether to add or
subtract the next pressure increment: ITEST ;(DUALS 1 if the
first time through. ITEST = 2 if last increment was added.
ITEST = 3 if last increment was subtracted.
Cards 604 - 628 These cards plot out results if desired.
Cards 629 - 665 These cards write out detailed calculation if desired.
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Cards 666 - 684 These cards write out the final reactor
condition.
Cards 685 - 697 This section adds pressure increment
and starts calculations all over again. (Set values on
ITEST = 2)
Cards 698 - 704 This section subtracts pressure increment
and starts program over again. (Sets values on ITEST = 3)
Cards 705 - 714 These cards prepare the reactor profile
for printing. This section also updates the reactor profile
so that the previous profile becomes the working profile
used in the next set of reactor design. These cards are
only executed if all criteria have been met. Card 714 writes
out the reactor profile.
Cards 715 - 721 This section resets initial conditions
for the next set of reactor calculations.
Card 722 This card checks to make sure that the maximum
number of completed reactor calculations equal to IZZ has not
been exceeded. If it hasn't, the program continues. Otherwise, a new temperature profile is read and a new case is
started.
Card 723 This card makes sure the inlet pressure is
less than the maximum allowable pressure. If it isn't, the
program is continued. Otherwise, a new temperature profile
is read and a new case is started.
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Card 724 This card is a conditional branch to program
reinitialization.
Cards 725,727 These cards are executed only if the
tube is blocked with carbon. These cards print out the
information that the tube is blocked, set the value of IZZ
so that it will read a new temperature profile and then
give control to Cards 705 - 723.
Cards 728 - 756 These cards are only executed at the
termination of calculation from a particular temperature
profile.
Card 728 This card prints out the information that
there was an unstable temperature profile causing ocillation
in the calculations which would continue indefinitely if not
checked for and handled properly.
Cards 729 - 749 These cards are executed only if the
IPLOT variable is either 1 or 2. These cards plot up the
reactor profile.
Cards 750 - 751 These cards are used as final identification of the temperature profile.
Cards 752 - 753 These cards reinitialize constants
Cards 754 - 763 These cards read in the new temperature
profile. If the variable IGOW is equal to:
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Computer Will

IGOW
1

Read in completely new reaction system.

2

Begin calculation with present system and new
temperature profile

3

Stop
Cards 764 - 778 and 807 - 813 These cards are used to

terminate the program because of bad data input. The data is
identified by variables on the data output. This identity
must correspond to an internally generated variable or the
computer program is terminated and the location and reason
for termination are given.
Cards 779

- 866 These cards are used to generate the

equilibrium data, the heat capacity of reaction data and
the delta heat of reaction data. The information is put in
tabular form and calculations are terminated.
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Appendix B
Use of Marquardt's Non Linear Least Square Fit Program
I.

General Description and Limitations
The Marquardt Program works by adjusting the value of a

set of components till the value calculated from the adjusted
parameter equation minus the observed value (the quantity
squared) is equal to a minimum.
(i.e.) (Observed - Predicted)

2

= Minimum

The program can handle ten independent variables, 500
observation points and 50 adjustable parameters.
II.

Requirements
a.

The user must supply a set of data with at least as

many variables as there are adjustable parameters.
b.

The user must supply a set of initial guesses for

the values of the adjustable constants.
c. The user must supply three subroutines.
1.

Sub Z

- This subroutine, called only once

during the run of the program, is used to get
data into more easily handled form by allowing
the user to expand the scale of either the ordinate or the abcissa.
2.

F Code - This subroutine is used to define the
predicted values and the residue (i.e.) the
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difference between the observed and the
predicted values.
3. P Code - This subroutine calculates analytical
partials: of the function with respect to each
of the adjustable parameters. This subroutine
need not be supplied if the user is weilling to
use the somewhat less exact partials: calculated
by the program using difference methods (if this
latter technique is used, none of the initial
guesses for the value of the adjustable parameters
may be zero).
III. Flexibility
This program also allows the user to select initial
values of the adjustable parameters and let them remain fixed
throughout any run of the program. The program has been
adapted by the author to allow many runs on the same set of
data without reintroducing the entire set of data but simply
selecting different sets of initial guesses for the fixed
parameters.
It is also possible to enter a set of constants so that
the value of any given variable will not fall below (or above)
a given value, never turn negative or will not be N times as
great as the value of any other adjustable parameter.

IV. Method of Data Input
1.

First Card Set Format (2013)

Col. 1 - 3

Number of sets of data or observations (≤500)

Col. 4 - 6

Number of variables and fixed parameters (≤ 50)

Col. 7 - 9

Number of fixed parameters (≤49)

Col. 10 - 12 Number of independent variables (≤10)
Col. 13 - 15 A zero means results not plotted. A one means
the results are plotted by computer.
Col. 16 - 18 Number of contraints on variable parameters (≤50)
2.

Second Card Set Format (2013)

Col. 1 - 3

Not used but nust contain a zero

Col. 4 - 6

A zero means analytical derivatives used (Calculated by P Code). A one means estimated derivative used (Calculated by program).

Col. 7 - 9

A zero means abbreviated form and no' plots
used. A (one - ninety nine) means the number
of detailed printouts and plots used before
abbreviated form is used. The last iteration
is always detailed.

Col. 10 - 12 A zero means no forced stop (i.e. the program
keeps calculating until one of the convergence
criterion is met or until the program is
cut manually.
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A (one - ninety nine) is the number of
iterations used before the program is forced
off by going to the convergence calculation.
Col. 13 - 15

Not used but must contain a zero

Col. 16 - 18

A zero means non linear confidence region

is desired.
A one means non linear confidence region not
desired.
3.

Third Card Set Format (2F10.0)

Col. 1 - 10

Left side of plot usually smallest value of
any observed data point.

Col. 11 - 20 Spread of plot (usually largest minus smallest
observed data point.)
4.

Fourth Card Set

If Col. 7 - 9 Card l equals zero, omit this card. If it
equals (1 - 49) list the excluded parameters Format (2513)
25 to the card. (i.e.) This will be a list of the parameters
which are fixed. If there are 3 fixed parameters, 1-7-10,
then the card would look like: bbl bb7 b10
5. Fifth Card Set Format (7F10.0)
This card sets the parameters used to calculate confidence
and convergence criteria. If set equal to zero the program
will supply its own values for details.

6. Sixth Card Set
This card set reads the initial guess for the parameter
(both fixed and variable) Format (7F10.0) seven to the card.
7.

Seventh Card Set
This card set it used to generate format code for the

next set of cards Format (20A4). This card will have an
open parenthesis in Col. One followed by the specific format
followed by a closed parenthesis. If there are 5 independent
variables, Card 7 might look like (6F10.0) or (6E10.0) or
any other suitable format.
8.

Eighth Card Set

This card set reads in observed data points and the
corresponding value of the independent variables, The format
is the one generated in card 7. There will be as many cards
in Card Set Eight as there are observation points, or if all
the data for one set of observation points will not fit on one
. there will be multiple cards
card,
9.

Ninth Card Set
This set contains any information called for by the

subroutine supplied by user, using the user's own format.
10. Tenth Card Set
If Col. 1 - 5 is less than zero (the rest of the card
being filled in with zeroes) the next set of data read in
will be Card Set One and the program will start on a new
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problem.
If Col. 1 - 5 is equal to zero (the rest of the card
also containing all zeroes) the program will stop.
If Col. 1 - 5 is greater than zero the program will
read Card Set Ten as a new set of values as initial guesses
for the fixed and variable parameters. The program will be
reinitialized (Sub Z will not be recalled) and the program
will be run through again. At the end of its run the next
card will be read in as Card Set 10.
Subroutine Sub (Z)
Subroutine Sub Z(Y,X,B,PRNT,NPRNT,N) is used to calculate
the initial values used in the program. If desired, Subroutine Z can be the following:
SUBROUTINE SUB Z (Y,X,B,PRNT,NPRNT,N)
COMMON Y(500),X(500,10)B(50),PRNT(5)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE F CODE (Y,X,B,PRNT,F,I,RES)
SUBROUTINE F CODE (Y,X,B,PRNT,F.I.RES)
COMMON Y(500),X(500,10)B(50),PRNT(5)
F-f(X(I,1),X(I,2)...X(I,N),B(1),B(2)...B(M))

N = Number of independent variables
M = Number of parameters
RES = Y(I)-F

RETURN
END
Note: If you want to brach to next case for any reaso
just set I=1000as a result of not meeting some criterion.
(i.e.) If (X(I,2).GE.X(1,3)) 1=1000

etc.

This will stop calculations on your program and brach to
the next set of input data.

SUBROUTINE P CODE (P,X,B,PRNT,F,I,)
COMMON Y(500),X(500,10),B(50),PRNT(5)
DIMENSION P(50)
P(N)=dF/dE(N)=f(X(I,1),X(I,2)...X:(I,M) ,B(1),B(2) ...B(MM)
Requires that N=(l,MM) one partial for each derivative

P(3) =P(1)
f ( =
P(2)
3 =

)

•
•

P(MM) = fMM

(

)

Note: MM = total number of parameters
The I in X(1,1) or X(I,3) etc. is the set of data the program
is calling for. The I value is supplied by the program.
RETURN

END
HOW TO USE NON LINEAR PROGRAM ON DISK
The non linear least square curve fit is on disk as a
subroutine therefore it will be necessary to write a dummy
program to use it.
// JOB CC 305/0003,RATE F,3600,10000,RICHARD ROBERTSON
// FORTRAN
PROGRAM RATE F
CALL SNOWJO
END
SUBROUTINE SUB Z(Y,X,B,PRINT,NPRNT,N)

RETURN END
SUBROUTINE F CODE (Y,X,B,PRNT,F,I,RES)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE P CODE (P,X,B,PRNT,F,I,)

RETURN
END

// EXEC
(DATA
// EXEC RATEF,UTZ
DATA
// EXEC RATEF,UTZ
DATA
ETC.
Example
The following program is designed to fit heat capacity
data of carbon.
The original data was in the form

This equation was evaluated at 28 temperatures between

°

500 and 1175 K using a very simple computer program. The
results were punched by the computer in a (2F16.7) format, the
heat capacity being the observed value and the temperature
being the independent variable.
After being run via the non linear curve fitting program
the equation was changed to the following form.

The second form is -ow co siste t with the form of the
rest of the heat capacity data.
Sub Z was not used and a very short Sub Z program
was written.
F Code defined T as equal to X(I,1) and F = b(1) +
b(2)*T + b(3)*T*T* + b(4)*T*T*T. F now becomes the
predicted value. RES=Y(I)-F is the difference between the
predicted value F and the observed value Y(I).
P Code defined T as equal to X(I,1) and
δF/δB(1) = P(1) = 1
δF/δB(2) = P(2) = T
δF/δB(3) = P(3) = T*T
δF/δB(4) = P(4) = T*T*T .
In this program B(1) was fixed, so that the following
data input was used:
Card Set 1
Number of observations = 28
Number of parameters = 4 io B(1)-B(2)-B(3)-B(4)
Number of fixed parameters = 1 only B(1) fixed
Number of independent variables = 1 only temperature
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Results of be plotted = 1
Number of constraints = 0
Card Set 2
Col. 1 - 3 = 0
Number of detailed printouts = 20
Number of iterations before forced off = 20
Col. 13 - 15
Non linear confidence region = 0 is desired
Card Set 3
Lowest value = 3.000
(Highest value - 10)
10 - 3 = 7.000
Card Set 4
The first parameter is fixed = 1
Card Set 5
7 zeroes. Space 10 spaces apart, allowing computer
to fix the values.
Card Set 6
The initial guesses for B(1) = 2.673
B(2)=.0617
B(3) = .000009
B(4) = .000000002
Card Set 7
The format for the rest of the data is (2F16.7)
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Card Set 8
The data heat capacity = 3.5139
temperature = 500.0
is repeated for all 28 observations.
Card Set 9
This card set is not used (none of the subroutines
have any cards to read).
Card Set 10
0.00

0. 0. 0.

This is what the computer is desired to do. The first
value is 0, so that the computer will stop when it gets to
this point.
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// JOB CC 305/003,RROB,1800,10000 RICHARD ROBERTSON

// PARAM LIST=YES,DEBUG=YES,MAP=YES,CODE=1
// FORTRAN
PROGRAM IBWTT
CALL SNOWJO
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE SUB Z(Y,X,B,PRNT,NPRNT,N)
COMMON Y(500),X(500,10),B(50),PRNT(5)
NPRNT= 0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FCODE (Y,X,B,PRNT,F,I,RES )

COMMON Y(500)X(500,10),B(50),PRMT(5)
T=X(I,1)
F=B(1)+B(2)*T+B(3)*T*T+B(4)*T*T*T
RES=Y(I)-F
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PCODE (P,X,B,PRNT,F,I)
COMMON Y(500),X(500,10),B(50),PRNT(5)

DIMENSION P(50)
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P (1) =1
P (2)=T
P (3)=T*T
P (4)=T*T*T
RETURN
END

DATA SET
Card Set 1
28 4 1 1 1 0
Card Set 2
0 0 20 20 0 0
Card Set 3
3. 7.
Card Set 4
1
Card Set 5
0.
0.
0.
Card Set 6
.002617 .000009
2.673
Card Set 7
(2F16.0)
Card Set 8
500.00000
3.5139000
525.00000
3.6227981
550.00000
3.7259038
3.8242023
575.00000
3.9184778
600.00000
625.00000
4.0093610
4.0973637
650.00000
675.00000
4.1829044
700.00000
4.2663286
4.3479231
725.00000
4.4279278
750.00000
4.5065445
775.00000
800.00000
4.5839438
4.6602711
825.00000
850.00000
4.7356507
4.8101893
875.00000
4.8839791
900.00000
4.9570998
925.00000
5.0296210
950.00000
5.1016033
975.00000
5.1730000
1000:0000
5.2441579
-1025.0000
5.3148183
1050.0000
5.3851177
1075.0000
5.4550885
1100.0000
5.5247596
1125.0000
5.5941569
1150.0000
5.6633033
1175.0000
Card Set 9 - not used
Card Set 10
0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.

0.

.000000002

0.

0.
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Example 1
Heat Capacity of Carbon
In this example the heat capacity of carbon was not
available in the standard form, It was available as:
C

2
p Carbon = A + BT + C/T

(3)

The heat capacity of carbon was fit to the form:
CP Carbon = A + BT + CT2 + DT3 (4)
The value of A was fixed as a constant.
All of the heat capacity data used in this study were
obtained from Selected Values of Chemical Thermodynamic
Properties.

(43) (44)

The result of this curve fitting is found on page 118.

Example 2
Heat Capacity of Acetylene
The heat capacity of acetylene was fit between 300 and
1500°K. Data was in 100° increments. The standard error
for this range was found to be .0941. The percent average
standard error became .0941/15.45 * 100 ≈ .6%
The final equation became

where T is °K.
The values of the heat capacity for each component
are listed in Appendix C.

ACETYLENE HEAT CAPACITY

NONLINEAR CONFIDENCE LIMITS

Example 3
Determination

of Lennard and Jones Collision Intergral

In the subroutine Pressure Drop (see Program Logic)
it was necessary to determine the viscosity of the reactor
components. This was done by calculating the viscosity of
each component from the equation #

This made it necessary to calculate the value of
Previous to this the values were only available in table
form requiring linear interpolation between values.
It was decided that the program would be more flexible
if this data could be curve fitted. Plotting the values on
log-log paper gave a slowly curving line when lent itself
to a polynomial fit.
The values of the Lennard and Jones parameter were fed
into SNOWJO with the corresponding values of KT/ξ .

(5) The

log of each value was taken (in SUM) and SNOWJO proceded to
curve fit the data in the identical way that the heat
capacity data was curve fitted.

See Pressure Drop in Program Logic to get details.

EP5ILON TEST_
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ONE - PARAMETER

SUPPORT PLANE.

The result were:

The results from this regression analysis are given in
the preceding 3 pages.
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Appendix C
Heat Capacity
Component Number

Component

1

Acetylene

2

Iso-Butane

3

Normal Butane

4

Iso-Butene

5

Ethane

6

Ethylene

7

Hydrogen

8

Methane

9

Propane

10

Propene

11

Water

12

Carbon

13

Carbon Monoxide

°HeatCpKciyBTU/LbMole

Appendix D
Equilibrium Constants
Equation No.
1
2

Equation
C2H6 → C2H4 + H2
C H → CH + 1/2C2H4
2 6
4
C2H4 → C2H2 + H2

3
4

2C H → C 's
2 2
4

5

C + H O → CO + H2
2

6

C + H O → CO + H
2
2

EquilbriumConsta s(KP)
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Appendix E
Enthalpy of Reaction
Reaction No.

Reaction

1

C2H6 → C2H4 + H2

2

C2H6 → CH4 + 1/2C2H4

3

C2H4 → C2H2 + H2

4

C H → 2C + H
2 2
2

5

2C2H2 → C4's

6

C + H 2O → CO + H

2

Enthalpy of Reaction

Appendix F
Computer Program

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM PRR

FUNCTION

FORTRAN IV030 PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTANIV03 SOURCEPOGRAM

FORTRAN

IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTANIV03SOURCEPOGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM

FORTRAN IV030 SOURCE PROGRAM
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Appendix G
Program Output

PROGRAM RICHARD
PROGRAMMER
ROBERTSON
PYRO
DR. HANESIAN ADVISOR
AS MASTER THESI REQUIRMENT

REACTIONSYTEM

REACTORIS

SYSTEM 4 B20 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 B20 TO TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM

4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM

4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM

4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM

4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM

4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM

4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM

4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM

4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR RADIUS PROFILE AFTER

REACTORIS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR IS

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 1110 DEG K

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

SYTEM4820TO1 0DEGK

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

SY TEM 4 820 TO 1 0 DEG K

REACTOR ADIUS PROFILE AFTER

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYTEM4820O1DEGK

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR RADIUS PROFILE AFTER

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR RADIUS PROFILE AFTER

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTORIS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

SYTEM4820TO1 0DEGK

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTOR IS

SYSTEM 4 820 TO 1110 DEG K

REACTORIS

SYTEM4820O1DEGK

REACTOR IS

SYTEM4820O1DEGK

REACTOR ADIUSPROFILEFROMSTAR TOCLSEDOWN

SYSTEM 1 820 TO 1050 DEC K

SYSTEM 1 820 TO 1050 DEC K

SYSTEM 1 820 TO 1050 DEG K

SYSTEM 1 820 TO 1050 DEG K

SYSTEM 1 820 TO 1050 DEG K

SYSTEM 1 820 TO 1050 DEG K

SYSTEM 1 820 TO 1050 DEG K

SYSTEM 1 820 TO 1050 DEG K

System 1 820 1050°K

SYSTEM 2 820 TO 1090 DEG K

SYSTEM 2 820 TO 1090 DEC K

SYSTEM 2 820 TO 1090 DEG K

SYSTEM 2 820 T0 1090_DEG K

SYSTEM 2 820 TO 1090 DEC K

SYSTEM 2 820 TO 1090 DEG K

System 2 820 1090°K

SYSTEM 3 820 TO 1100 DEG K

SYSTEM 3 820 TO 1100 DEG K

SYSTEM 3 820 TO 1100 DEG K

SYSTEM 3 820 TO 1100 DEG K

SYSTEM 3 820 TO 1100 DEG K

SYSTEM 3 820 TV 1100 DEG K

System 3 820 1100°K

System 4 820 1110°C

SYSTEM 5 820 TO 1115. DEG K

SYSTEM 3 820 TO 1115 DEG K

SYSTEM 5 820 TO 1115 DEG K

.

SYSTEM 5 820 TO 1115 DEG K

SYSTEM 5 820 TO 1115 DEG K

SYSTEM 5 820. TO 1115. DEG K

SYSTEM 5 820 - 1115°K

SYSTEM 6 820 TO 1120 DEG K

SYSTEM 6 820 TO 1120 DEG K

SYSTEM 6 820 TO 1120 DEG K

SYSTEM 6 820 TO 1120 DEG K

SYSTEM 6 9q0 TO 1120 DECK

SYSTEM 6 820 TO 1120 DEG K

System 6 820 to 1,120°K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

SYSTEM 8 820 TO 1130 DEG K

System 8 820 to 1,130°K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

SYSTEM 9 820 TO 1140 DEG K

System 9 820 to 1140°K

Appendix H
Explanation of How to Use PYRO
A. Data
The data given on the last two pages of this appendix
shows the entire input of PYRO. It is best to break the
data into card sets. This procedure simplifies the
understanding of the data. It is also a great aid in
setting up different data sets.
B.

The reaction system chosen to prove this program

was the pyrolysis of ethane. Six independent equations
were set up with a combined total of 13 components and
interts.
The six equations were: (48)
H

(1) C 2 6 → C 2H4

+ H

2

(2) C H → CH + 1/2C2H4
4
2 6

Order Forward
1

Order Reverse
1-1

1

1-1

(3)

C H → C H + H2
2 2
2 4

1

1-1

(4)

C H → 2C + H
2
2 2

2

1-1

1

1

1-0

1-1

(5) 2C 2H2 → C4H4 (i.e.) C4
(6) C + H O → CO+ H2
2

A number designation was arbitarily assigned to each

component. The computer assigned the letter designation.
1.

CH ≡ ECH

2.

CH 3/ \
CH \ CH-CH

3

3.

CH -(CH ) -CH
2 2
4
4

4.

C=CH

CH

3

/

2

Acetylene

(A)

Iso-Butane

(B)

Butane

(C)

Iso-Butene

(D)

5.

CH -CH
3
3

Ethane

(E)

6.

CH 2 =CH

Ethene

(F)

2

7. H2
8. CH4

Hydrogen

(G)

Methane

(H)

9.

CH -CH -CH
3
2
3

Propane

(I)

10.

CH2=CH-CH3

Propene

(J)

11.

H O
2

Water

(K)

12.

C

Carbon

(L)

13.

CO

Carbon Monoxide (M)

The six equations were rewritten using the following
conventions:
A value was assigned to IA corresponding to the value
assigned to the component for each position in each
equation (i.e.) in Equation 1.

Therefore
IA(1,1)=5 IA(1,2)=6 IA(1,3)=7
Using this system, it was possible to set up values for
each of the equations with the restriction of 10 components
per equation and 25 equations and 25 components per system.
The coefficient of each equation was read in in a similar
manner:
Equation 1.

B(1,1)=1 B(1,2)=1 B(1,3)=1
or
Equation 5.

B(5,1)=2 B(5,2)=1
The order of reaction of each component was read in in a
similar manner:
Reaction 4.

BB(4,1)=2 BB(4,2)=1 BB(4,3)=1
If an equation is irreversible the most probably value
was assigned to BB).
In all of the above examples, several things became
apparent.
The first subscription in each subscripted variable
referred to the equation number. The second subscript
referred to the position in the equation. There was no need
to fill blanks for positions or equations not used.
It was now necessary to tell the computer which components
were reactants and which were products. This was done by
counting the total number of each and reporting the results.
(i.e.)

SF(1)=1

SR(1)=2

SF(5)=1

SR(5)=1
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SF(6)=2

SR(6)=2

The first equation had one forward and two reverse
components. The fifth had one each. The sixth had two
each etc.
The foregoing conventions were used to set up the card
sets used in PYRO.
Card Set 1 (Cards 1-2) Read (5,935),ID,F(ID) Format
(I2,E8.0) Any changes in the Arrhenius Frequency Factor
were made here. The factor F(I) was assumed to be (1.)
unless a different value was found here. The changes were
multiplied by the existing Arrhenius factor. The computer
continued to read values until the 25 th value was read in.
The first variable was I and referred to the factor in which
change was desired. The second value was the factor itself.
The last card in this set had to contain a value of ID
equal to 25 whether or not 25 equations were employed or
the 25 equations remained unchanged. If either of these
latter were the case, the following was used:
25 1.00E 00.
Card Set 2 (Card 3) Read (5,900)IR,IS Format (212)
This card set read in IR total number of reactants and
and IS, the total number of chemical compounds and inerts.
Card Set 3 (4-6 cards) This card set read in the
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temperature profile and instructions on the size of the time
increment and total number of increments used in carbon
deposition and instructions on how data was presented.
(Card 4) Read (5,943)IGOW,(Z(II),II=1,II) Format
(13,11F7.0)
IGOW was a computer internal control.
If: IGOW a 1 computer disregarded this data set and read
in new data set.
IGOW = 2 computer continued on this data set.
IGOW = 3 computer stopped.
Z was the temperature taken at 10% intervals along the
reactor length (there were a total of eleven values since
both 0% and 100% values were included.)
(Card 5) Read (5,950) Card Format (80A1)
This card was used to identify the temperature profile.
Any valid punch could have been used. This card was
printed at the top of each new page.
(Card 6) Read (5,958)IB,IZZ,IPDOT
IB = number of hours comprising increment of carbon
deposition.
IZZ = total number of increment before force out i.e.
computer goes to new case.
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IPLOT = 1

Plot results

Do not write out detailed calculation

IPLOT = 2

Plot results

IPLOT = 3

Do not plot

Write out detailed calculation
Write out detailed calculation

results
IPLOT = 4

Do not plot

Do not write out detailed cal-

results

culation

Card Set 4 (Card 6) Read (5,919)T,PT,PRES,ZT,DL,POUT
FORMAT (6E12.5).
T was the intial temperature at reactor inlet ( °K).
.

PT was the intial total pressure of all components

(in atmospheres).
ZT was the total length of reactor (in feet).
DL was the intial reactor increment (in feet).
POUT was the minimum pressure at the outlet of the
reactor (in atmospheres).
Card Set 5 (Card 8) Read (5,901) (SF(I),SR(I),I=1,IR)
FORMAT (40I2)
SF(I) was the total number of reactants in equation I.
SR(I) was the total number of products in equation I.
Up to 20 reactions were read in per card.
Card Set 6 (Card 9-16) Read (5,901)ID,(IA(I,M)M=1,IT)
FORMAT (4012)
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IA(IM) was the identification by position of each
component.
The value of IT was equal to SF(I) + SR(I)
(i.e.) the total number of reactants and products in the
reaction (I). Only one equation was read per card.
ID was an identity check. It had to have the same
value as the internally generated value of I or the
program would stop after writing an appropriate error
message.
Card Set 7 Read (5,903)ID,(B(I,M),M=1,IT),(BB(I,M)
M=1,IT) Only values from one equation were read per card.
ID and IT were the same as in Card Set 6.
B(I,M) was the coefficient of the component in the Ith
equation Mth position.
BB(I,M) was the order of reaction of the components of
the Ith equation Mth position.
Card Set 8 Read (5,904)(C(J),J=1,IS) Cards (25-28)
FORMAT (12F6.5)
C(J) was the partial pressure of component (J). The sum
IS

C(J) had to equal PT. C(J) wass in atmospheres. 12

J=1
values were read per card.
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Card Set 9 (Cards 27 - 30) Read (5,905)(ENAME(J)J=1,IT)
FORMAT (80A1)
ENAME(20*1) was the alphanumeric identification of each
component IT=20*IS.
Any valid punch was acceptable. 20 spaces were allowed
per identification. All unfilled spaces had to contain
blanks. Four identifications were contained on a card.
Card Set 10 Cards (31 - 43) Read (5,906)(CP(J,M),M=1,4)
ID Cards (31 - 43) FORMAT (4E16,8,17)
CP(J,M) was the heat capacity data for the Jth component
2
of the form CP(J)=CP(J,1)+CP(J,2)*T+CP(J,3)*T +CP(J,4)*T 3
One card per component was read.
ID had to be equal to J or an error message was generated
and the computer program was stopped.
The data used for heat capacity was generated by a second
computer program Marquardt Non-Linear Regression Analysis adapted by the author and given in Appendix H of this study.
Card Set 11 (Cards 44 - 51) FORMAT (I2,E7.1,FI).4)
Read (5,901)ID,EA(I),EE(I)
EA(I) was the Arrhenius Frequency Factor for the Ith
equation.
EE(I) was the Arrhenius Activation Energy of the Ith
equation.

(23) (29) (33) (46) (55)
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ID had to equal J or the program was stopped and the
appropriate error message was printed.
Card Set 12 (Cards 52 - 64) Read (5,908)ID,DS,(J),
DH(J),DF(J) FORMAT (I2,3F9.2)
ID (See Card Set (6))
DS(J) was the entropy of the Jth component BTU/ lb mole
°K(22).
DH(J) °K
was the enthalpy of the Jth component BTU/lb mole

DF(J) was the Log (K f) of the Jth component (44)
The data for each component was on a different card.
Card Set 13 (Cards 65 - 78) Read (5,911)ID,(CLJ(J,M),
M=1,2),SMWT(J) If (CLJ(J,2).EQ.0) Read (5,940)DE(J)911
FORMAT(I2,3X3F5.2) 940 FORMAT(F10.0)
ID (see Card et (6))
CLJ(J,1) was the constant of Lennard and Jones collision
.
(7)
parameter
CLJ(J,2) was the constant of Lennard and Jones /K (°K)
SMWT(J) was the molecular weight of the Jth component.
DP(J) If the component was a solid under reaction
conditions, the constants of Lennard and Jones were equal to
zero and DE(J), the density of the component, was read in as
3
the next card (lbs/ft ). There was one card per gas component
and two cards per solid component.
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Card Set 14 Read (5,908)IJ,TT,FI(I) Cards (79 - 86)
FORMAT (12,3F9.2)
IJ was the same as ID (See Card Set (6))
TT was the temperature ( °K) at which the equilibrium
constant (KC)was known.
PI(I) was the equilibrium constant KC for the Ith
equation (48) . There was one card per equation.
Card Set 15 (Card 87) Read (5,902)RAD,TMPH FORMAT
(2F10.5)
RAD was the radius of the reactor in feet.
MPH was the total molar flow at the beginning of the
reaction in pound moles per hour.
Card Set 16 (Card 89) Read (5,909) KEYR, KEYP FORMAT (2I2)

KEYR was the component number of the key reactant.
KEYP was the component number of the key product.
Card Set 17 (Cards 89 - 91) This card set was the same
as Card Set (3). This card set could be repeated for as
many new temperature profiles as desired. All other
constants remained fixed at initial values.

1110
89
Card
Set
Set 76
2
3
4
5
1
Card

13
14
17 15Card
16 Set
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Appendix I
I

Determination of Pipe Temperature on Outside Well
.

of Reactor

II Data Calculated by Computer
A.

Equilibrium Constants

B.
C.

Enthalpy of Reaction BTU/Lb Mole °K
Heat Capacity BTU/Lb Mole °K

I Determination of Pipe Temperature on Outside
Wall of Reactor Optimum Case Worst Conditions

B. Heat Flux due to Heating

Total heat flux = 4793.01 + 1487.01 = 6280.02 BTU/Hr. .464
ft. reactor)

Using the value calulated in equation (14) and (15)
and a heat flux of 6280 BTU/hour the following is obtained:

The safe operating temperature was 1480°K.

T

b

= 1267.4°K

Incornell (25% Cr 20% Ni 55%Fe) is safe to work with up
to 2200°F or 1477.°K.
This means that it would be both safe and possible to operate
the reactor with this optimum temperature profile
without melting the pipes or exposing the reactor to unsafe
conditions.

Ro II

T°K

Temperature
o
Skin K

Thickness of
Carbon Layer (ft)

.125

21.48

1141.48

0

.120

30.15

1150.15

.005

.110

48.25

1168.

.015

.095

80.34

1200.

.030

.080

117.8

1238.

.045

.070

147.0

1267.

.055

.060

182.0

1302.

.065

.030

347.0

1467.

.095
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Data Calculated by Computer
Reactor Position 390.00 ft.
Reynolds Number 5.672 X 10 5
VIS = 2.7139 X 10 -5 Lb/ft. sec.
Reactor Increment of Conversion .469 feet
Thermo conduction steel = 26.0 X 1.8 = 46.8 BTU/ °K Hour ft 2/ft
Thermo conduction coke = 6.0 X 1.8 = 10.8 BTU/ °K Hour ft 2/ft

Appendix J
Nomenclature PYRO

AMWT

Average molecular weight of reacting system

B(I,K) Coefficient of component in K th position I th
reaction
BB(I,K) Order of reaction of component in I

th

position K

reaction
C(J)

Concentration of J component (lb. moles/ft. 3 )

Card(80) Alphanumeric identification of reaction system
CF

Temporary constant used in calculating the product
of concentration raised to order of reaction components
in the forward direction

CLJ(J,1) Constant of Lennard and Jones - collision diameter
(Å) Jth component
CLJ(J,2) Constant of Lennard and Jones - C/K (°
component
CP(J,1-4) Heat capacity data for Jth component CP=CP(J,1) +
K) J
CP(J,2)*T+CP(J,3)*T
2+CP(J,4)*T3 (BTU/lb.mole °F)
CR

Temporary constant used in calculating the products
of concentration raised to the order of reaction of
each reaction component in the reverse direction

CT

3
ξ C(J) (1b.moles/ft )

D

=MAX(ABS(DXA(I))) i.e. the max of the absolute
incremental change of reaction

(i,e.) Summation of heat capacity of products - heat
capacity of reactants .
DF(I)

Summation of free energy of products - free energy
of reactants I

DH(I)

th

reaction (BTU/lb.mole)

Summation of heat of formation of products - heat
of formation of reactants (BTU/lb.mole)

DS(I)

Summation of entropy of products - entropy of
reactants (BTU/lb.mole)

EA(I) Arrhenius frequency factor of I th reaction
EE(I) Arrhenius activation energy of Ith reaction (cal/m.)
ENAME(20J) Alphanumeric identification of the J th component
(maximum 20 characters)
F(J)

Factor by which the Arrhenius frequency factor is
changed - assumed to be one

FI(I) Constant of integration used in calculating the
equilibrium constant
GC

Gas constant = 1.341 At/ lb mole°K

HR

Number of hours in which carbon has been accumulating

HT(J) Heat of reaction of the (J) component (BTU/lb.mole)
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I
IA(I,K)

Temporary storage to denote I th reaction
Used to identify J in the reaction species in
the I th reaction the K th position (i.e. J=IA(J,K)

IB

Number of increments the reactor will calculate
before it is forced off

ID

Temporary storage

IDATA(K) Used in printing information on reaction systems
IDATB(K) Used in printing information on reaction systems
IDATP(K) Used in plotting subroutines
IGO

Used in print-out as control variable

IGOTO

Used as control in determining whether to continue
calculation or to read in new data

IGOW

Used as control

II

Temporary

IIN

Temporary

IJ

Temporary

IJK

Temporary

IM

Temporary

IPLOT

Used to determine form of print-out

IR

Total number of reactions

IS

Total number of chemical species

ISS
IT

Temporary
Temporary
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ITEST

Used as program control

IWMZ

Used in print-out

IX

Temporary

IZZ

Temporary

I1

Temporary

I2

Temporary

I3

Temporary

J

Temporary

JJ

Temporary

JJ1

Temporary

JJ2

Temporary

Jl

Temporary

J2

Temporary

J3

Temporary

J4

Temporary

K

Temporary - usually refers to position in reaction

KEYP

Key product identification. Used by computer in
yield calculation as well as plotting.

KEYR

Key reactant identification. Used by computer in
yield calculation as well as plotting

KK

Temporary

L

Temporary - usually used to denote particular
heat capacity term

M
MA

Temporary
Used as computer control. Limits total number of
iterations.

MAZE

Used as computer control in pressure calculation

MB

Used to determine size of the step

MI

Temporary

MM

Temporary

MMM

Temporary

MT

Temporary

MY

Computer control number of small iterations
between print-out

MZ

Computer control number of print-outs desired

M10

Computer control

N

Temporary

NO

Temporary number of solid components

P(J)

Pressure of J component (at)

PD

Pressure drop increment (in At.)

PDIP

Initial incremental pressure change used in
convergence (At)

PI

Pressure into reactor (At)

POUT

Pressure out of reactor (At)

PPI(J)

Initial pressure of J th component (At)

PRES

Max. allowable pressure in reactor (At)

PRETT

Pressure used if valocity of sound is exceeded (At)
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PSAVE

Pressure in previous increment (At)

PT

Total pressure in reactor at any point (At)

PTI

Initial total pressure (At)

PTTE

Temporary pressure storage (At)

PT2

Temporary pressure storage (At)

R

Gas constant 1,987 cal/gram mole °K

RA

Rate of reaction

RAD

Radius of the reactor (Ft)

RADD(I) Radius of reactor at I% temporary storage (Ft)
RADF(I) Radius of reactor at I% previously calculated (Ft)
RADI(I) Radius of reactor at I7 presently being calculated
RADU

Original radius of clean reactor (Ft)

RAF

Original radius of clean reactor (Ft)

RATE

Total rate of reaction

REQ

Reciprocal of equilibrium constant

REQTT

Reciprocal of equilibrium constant

RIJ

Used to calculate percent position in reactor

RJ

Used to calculate percent position in reactor

RN1

Moles before reaction segment DL (lb .moles)

RN2

Moles after reaction segment DL

RI

Temporary

SF(I)
SMWT(J)

(lb .moles)

(Integer) Number of components in I th forward reaction
Molecular weight of J th component

SR(I)

(Integer) number of components in Ith reverse
reaction

ST

Temporary

T

Temperature of reactor (any point)(°F)

TIN

Temperature of inlet conditions (°F)

TM

Temporary temperature storage (°F)

TMPH

Total moles per hour (lb moles/hour)

TMPHI

Initial molar flow rate (1b.moles/hour)

TR

Temporary storage - temperature (°F)

TT

Temporary temperature storage (°F)

VEL1

Velocity of gas at any point in reactor (ft/sec)

VI(I)

Viscosity of component (I) (1b/ft sec)

VIS

Viscosity of reaction system (lb/ft sec)

VC(J,L) Concentration of component J at L% into reactor
WDZA(I,L) Rate of reaction I at distance L% into reactor
WPJ(L)

Pressure L% into reactor (At)

WT(L)

Temperature L% into reactor (°F)

WTM(J,L) Total mole/hour of component J, L% into reactor
WTMPH(L) Total mole/hour L% into reactor
WVEL1(L) Velocity ft/sec L% into reactor
WZIC(L) Length, ft L% into reactor
X

Used as temporary in calculating heat of reaction,
heat capacity

XN

Used to calculate temperature profile in reactor
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XXN
YIELD
Z(L)

Used to calculate temperature profile in reactor
WTM(KEYR,100)/WTM(KEYR,0)*100
Temperature profiles at 10% distance along reactor
(°F)

